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will   attempt   to   trace   a   new  definition  of   the   term  ‘virtual  museum’  providing   the 










to  respond  to  the need of  museum professionals  both  inside and outside ICOM for 
definitions  and clearer understanding concerning  the following questions  ‘What  is  a 
virtual museum? Can it be comparable with a ‘real’ museum? What different kinds of 
virtual museums can be discerned in past experimentations? Can they be included in a 









































































































































































Come  apprende  una   comunità   nel  mutamento   sociale   e   culturale.  Publication  data: 
Caraceni, S., (2004). Come apprende una comunità nel mutamento sociale e culturale. 
In: Atlante di numeri e lettere – alta velocità, San Benedetto del Tronto: CMT edizioni
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from before and during  the research period,  as well  as   from the observation of   the 
growing   number   of   so­called  ‘virtual   museums’  from   direct   experience,   literature 
review,   launch   events   and   academic   and   professional   community   meetings.   The 
taxonomy emerged from the observation of these examples of virtual museums, using 











research,  and is  of crucial  importance in  the context of museums using new media, 
making a new contribution to knowledge in the field.
The   thesis   concludes  with  a  brief   chapter  with   some  advice   for   the  community  of 
museum professionals, focussing on proving the validity of the taxonomy, through a 





museum   professionals   than   other   taxonomies   employing   a   technological   frame   of 




During   these  years   of   research   I   have  gone  deeper   into   the  concept  of   the  virtual 
museum in several ways, the first being an investigation into definitions. I played an 
active role in ICOM Italy and in AVICOM, becoming the coordinator of the Audio­





as   well   as   meeting   qualified   museum   professionals   and   gaining,   through   my 
participation in the organization, the firm belief that virtual museums should fulfil all 
aims of museums as set out by ICOM. 
My taxonomy emerged  in the same way.  My inquiries  have progressed  in  different 
stages over nine years of research, together with my membership of ICOM and then 
AVICOM. 




























In  Chapter  1   I   start  by  dealing  with   the  problem of  defining  museums and  virtual 
museums. What are museums and virtual museums exactly? What about the relationship 




official  documents,   as  well   as   concepts   from new  Italian  museology,   the   so  called 






In   the   second  place,   it  was  necessary   to  provide  a  context   for   a   reflection  on   the 







communication,  and  having  had   the   luck   to  come  across   an  unpublished  work  by 
McLuhan  on the subject,  I was able to  dissect  the use  of technology in  the field of 
museum  exhibitions  and  communication  with  a  reading  easily   understood   by   the 
community of museum professionals with a background in the humanities as opposed to 
IT. This reflection can be found in Chapter 2 of this thesis, on page 84.

















making for a  taxonomy  of  virtual  museums  easily  understood by the community  of 
museum professionals with a background in the humanities, who did not have sufficient 
technological understanding to allow them to weigh up different technologically­based 





I   have   identified   six   ‘categories’   of   virtual   museum;   these   are   not   to   be   taken 















for   further   research.   I  have   investigated  what   I  mean  when  I   talk  about  museums, 
archives and libraries. In these important chapters I use ICOM as a benchmark, as I do 



















ICOM  is   a  UNESCO partner   committed   to   supporting   the  work   of  museums   and 
museum   professionals.   I   have   taken   ICOM’s   definition   of  museums   as  my  main 
benchmark due to its status as the most important museum institution in the world with 
a   strong   commitment   to   the   conservation,   continuation   and   communication   of   the 
world’s   natural   and   cultural   heritage,   present   and   future,   tangible   and   intangible. 
Created in 1946, ICOM is a non­governmental organization (NGO) maintaining formal 
relations  with  UNESCO and   having   a   consultative   status  with   the  United  Nations 



















There   is  one  other   significant  definition  of   the  museum:   that   is  given  by Marshall 




The   word   ‘museums’   includes   all   collections   open   to   the   public,   of   artistic,  
technical,   scientific,   historical   or   archaeological  material,   including   zoos   and  
botanical   gardens,   but   excluding   libraries,   except   in   so   far   as   they  maintain  
permanent exhibition rooms.3
This   definition   focuses   on   collections,   and   therefore   on   objects   and   unspecified 
1 http://network.icom.museum/avicom/about­us/avicom/L/10/. Retrieved on 01­06­2014
2 http://icom.museum/the­vision/museum­definition/. Retrieved on 01­06­2014
3 ICOM   Constitution,   article   II,   section   2  1946,  http://archives.icom.museum/hist_def_eng.html. 
Retrieved on 01­06­2014
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‘material’,   centring   on   the   action   of   displaying   this   material.   The   second   most 
significant definition dates from 1951.
The word museum here denotes any permanent establishment, administered in the  
general   interest,   for  the purpose of  preserving,  studying,  enhancing by various  
means   and,   in   particular,   of   exhibiting   to   the   public   for   its   delectation   and  
instruction groups of objects and specimens of cultural value: artistic, historical,  
scientific   and   technological   collections,   botanical   and   zoological   gardens   and  
aquariums.   Public   libraries   and   public   archival   institutions   maintaining  
permanent exhibition rooms shall be considered to be museums.4
























However   something   more   important   lies   in   this   last   definition,   that   is   strongly 
functional, stressing prevalent museum functions. We are being asked to ask ourselves 
about   the   functions   of  museums:   are   they   to   present   their   collections   in   the  most 
spectacular way possible or is it their role to increase global knowledge of society as a 
whole?   To   return   to   ICOM’s   definition:   “A   museum   […]   acquires,   conserves,  
researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity  
and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment”6.
What   is   to   be  predominant   in   the   functions  of  museums?  To  communicate   and   to 
exhibit, or to acquire, to conserve and/or to research?
In reply to this  question I  would like to refer  to this   text that is  intended to be the 
anticipation   of   ICOM’s   official   dictionary   of   museological   terms7,  at   the   entry 
‘Communication’  which is seen within the museum context as representing both the 
presentation   of   the   results   of   research   undertaken   into   the   collections   and   as   the 
provision of information about the objects in the collections. This interpretation sees the 
exhibition both as an integral part of the research process and as an element in a more 
general   communication   system.   This   is   the   rationale  which   prevailed   in   the   PRC 
(Preservation–Research–Communication) system proposed by the Reinhardt Academie 
in   Amsterdam,   which   includes   under   communication   the   functions   of   exhibition, 
publication,  and education fulfilled by the museum (Mairesse and Desvallées,  2010: 













natural   treasures,   and   possibly   to   display   these,  without   explicitly   expressing   any 
intention to communicate, that is to convey a message or information to the receiving 
public (Mairesse and Desvallées, 2010: 29).
For  Mairesse   the   idea  of  communication  aimed at  a   specific   target  public   is  a   late 
addition, where the idea of a museum as message appeared relatively late, with thematic 
exhibitions  principally  aimed   at   education;   on   the  other  hand,   the   receiving  public 
remained the great unknown for a long time, and it is only quite recently that museum 
visitor studies and visitor peer­reviews have developed. From the perspective favoured 
in  ICOM’s definition of  museums,  museum communication would appear   to  be  the 




particular  to web 2.0.  The document relates explicitly   to  McLuhan,   in a way that  I 
cannot  agree  with,  by  stating   that   the  specificity  of  communication  as  practised  by 
museums can be defined into points:   it   is  most often unilateral,   that  is,  without   the 










mistake  was  putting   the   audience   in   a   passive   state   of   relationship   (McLuhan   and 
Parker, 1969: 42).









At  this  moment  it   is  important  to give a definition of archives and libraries.  ICOM 
Italy’s   activity   is   about   to   switch   from  being   exclusively  devoted   to  museums,   to 






















be   considered   as   “a   retrieval   system   for   classified  objects”   (McLuhan,  Parker   and 
Barzun, 1969: 1) too (see  Europeana, and my Category D of Virtual Museums). The 
problem here is the deficient consideration of the definition of archives (and libraries), 


















revise,  update,  or expand the 1974 work. At present,  no single glossary of archival 
terms can be considered definitive9.  Archival Institutions were defined by Daniels in 




1. the noncurrent  records of an organization or  institution preserved because of 
their continuing value;
2. the agency responsible for selecting, preserving, and making available records 



























definition   is  quickly  evolving and being supplanted  by   the   library  acting  as  both  a 
physical and a virtual place. The most important ongoing transformation in the concept 
of library as a place is the fact that libraries are being used more than ever as places of 











































Object,   space,   action   and   memory,   on   the   other   hand,   are   rapidly   reconfiguring 
themselves through technology. While objects can be information carriers, space can be 
aware of who is near it or in it and can convey information to and from many sources 










to  Andrews   (Andrews   and   Schweibenz,   1998)   a   virtual  museum   is   intended   as   a 
logically related collection of elements composed in a variety of media that lends itself 
to transcending traditional methods of communication; it has no real place or space, and 
dissemination   of   its   contents   are   theoretically   unbounded.   The   main   activity   of 
museums therefore is to present to a wide audience sets of objects that represent the 









A   recent   paradigm   shift   in   museology   has   taken   museums   from   being   the 






and   growth.   Since   virtual   constructs   can   incorporate   high   levels   of   spatial 
transformation, the requirements of virtual museum architecture will be evaluated in the 
light   of   this   heightened   level   of   informational   content  manifest   in   the   post   1980 
museum.
The meaning of virtual museums themselves however, should be sought in the changing 
nature   of   information   itself,   which   is   ever   increasingly   digitized   into   massive 




web   2.0  museums   have   no   trouble   doing   justice   to   the   diversity   of   information 




















two   dimensional   interfaces   lies   however   in   the   nature   of   the   display,   i.e.,   the 




which   seems   to  prescribe   the  workings  of   the  post  1980’s  museum as  a   structural 
framework   for   the  materialization   of   the   entire   or   partial   architecture   of   a   virtual 
museum. Thus, data visualization can be used not only in the service of the workings of 





museums.  According  to Argoski  (1995) information collected by museums will  “be 
reused  in  a  variety  of  ways  and  through different  media”.  This   ‘repurposabilty’  of 
information would indicate multiple forms of embodiment of data as well as object, 
which in its turn would predicate the generation of architectural form that is capable of 






















moist.   It’s  where  artificial   life   and  artificial   consciousness  meet   our  own  wet  
biology and our telematic society of mind. (Ascott and Shanken, 2003: 342)
This  definition   is   in   line  with   the  direction  of   the  aforementioned   references,  of   a 
museum capable of handling information instead of objects, . where, information and 
objects can and probably already are, handled by visitors to museums. In fact Ascott 
also   asks  himself   about   the   space  of   the  museum before   the  museum existed?  He 
assumes   that   it  was   the   site  of  collective  memory;   the   site  of  celebration,  even  of 
hedonism;   the   site   of   creative   imagination,   danger,   and   daring.   The   site   of 




















will   also   take   us   to   the   idea   of   virtual  museums,   in  my  mind   as   real   as   tangible 
museums. Ascott talks about the museum as a brain, richly embodying the associative 
thought of its own, very tangible cortex, the cognitive nexus of ideas, forms, structures, 






for   the  kinds  of  worlds  we can  envisage and will  eventually  construct   (Ascott  and 
Shanken, 2003).
40
After   considering   this   shift   in   the   meaning   and   function   of   museums   after   the 
application of new technologies, it is important to acknowledge what is meant by the 
terms ‘new technologies’ and ‘emerging technologies’ applied to museums and virtual 






Museums use technology in many applications of  their  main activities:   illumination, 
engineering,   conservation  of   artworks,   cataloguing,   restoring  and  collecting  objects. 
Focusing my research on museums’  communication  aims,   I  will  concentrate  on  the 
technologies that help museums to communicate their heritage; not on technologies of 
illumination,   conservation,   cataloguing   or   restoration,   neither   on   audio­visual 


















Another   important   starting   point   for  me  was   the  On­Line  Business  Dictionary.   Its 
definition for ‘Emerging Technology’ states:
New technologies that are currently developing or will be developed over the next  
five   to   ten   years,   and  which  will   substantially  alter  the   business   and   social  
environment. These include information technology, wireless data communication,  



















stresses   the   transmission   function,   now   mainly   performed   using   Information 
Technology.
Information   Technology16  is   universally   defined   by   the   Information   Technology 






by museums  to communicate  and enhance museum visits;  also because   the   idea  of 
museums   and  virtual  museums   as  media   is   an   important   theme   in  my   thesis.  Lev 
Manovich gave this definition of new media, defining them as bearers of:
• numerical   representation   (digital   frame,   mathematical   description,   ease   of 
manipulation);
• modularity (pixel, polygons, fonts, script, Web pages...);
• automation   (automatic   layout   creation,   de­noising,   colour   correction   as   in 
videogames);
• variability (ease of production of different versions, web pages from database);
• transcoding   (from   computing   to   culture,   the   world   as   computer   ‘model’, 
16 http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Information_technology&oldid=538147062.   Retrieved   on 
01­06­2014
43




that   can   be   used   narratively,   even   if  ‘database’  and  ‘narrative’  are   opposites.   For 







that   older   forms   of   re­presentation   could   never   achieve,   and   with   new  
interpretations (Kalay in Kalay, Kvan and Affleck, 2008: 3)
However   using  Manovich   can   be   hazardous   because   in   another  work   he   uses   the 
definition given in ‘The Language of New Media’: “new media are the cultural objects  
which  use  digital   computer   technology   for   distribution  and   exhibition”  (Manovich, 
2002; 9).
This  definition would be perfect   to  define  virtual  museums as  new media (“virtual  
museums are the cultural object which use digital computer technology for distribution  
and exhibition”); however it also introduces the paradox of a medium (virtual museums) 











At  the  end of   this   research I  will  use   their  definition of  virtual   reality  as   the most 








AVICOM International  Meeting  in  1991 (Tonon,  Santin and Santolin  1993),  digital 
technologies have been observed with great interest and enthusiasm by the community 
of museum professionals.







Styliani,  2009)17.  The situation  was  the  same for  experiments   in  augmented   reality, 
mixed reality, and the use of social networks.
Ann Mintz (Mintz and Thomas, 1998: 20) describes why the age of information raises 
interesting   issues   in   museology.   In   her   opinion   this   occurs   because   museum 











because   computers   can   expand   the   contexts   for   more   conventional   exhibitions 
exponentially (Mintz and Thomas, 1998: 23).
Museum professionals, approaching the concept of the  ‘virtual museum’, consider all 
communication   technology   that   can   enhance   the   visitors’   experience   either   in   the 
17 “Emerging   technologies,  such  as  VR,  AR and Web3D are widely  used   to  create  virtual  museum  
exhibitions both in a museum environment through informative kiosks and on the World Wide Web.  
This  paper peer­reviews  the  field,  and while  it  explores   the various kinds of  virtual  museums  in  











the   forms   of   interconnected  multisensory   presentations   including   visual,   auditory,  










The museum itself   is  a  public  subject,   in  clear  opposition to   the private aim of  the 
collection. The museum collects and organizes objects for society as a whole. It is a 
permanent   institution,   a   public   service  with   a   public   aim,   subsidised   in   all   of   its 






























else   in   nature”  (Bush,   1945).   The   work   of   Bush   was   followed   by   many   other 
researchers   such   as  Douglas   Engelbart   in   1965  with   his   essay   on  ‘A  Conceptual 
Framework   for   the  Augmentation  of  Man’s   Intellect’  (Engelbart,   1965),  and   Ted 













and MacDonald,  1991: 309)  or also mediateques,  such as  the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization (Alsford, MacDonald and Phillips, 1989: 47).
Huhtamo (in Parry, 2010) traces an history of the virtual museum starting from the 1991 
project   of  ‘The  museum   inside   the   telephone   network’,   Apple   computer  ‘Virtual 
museum’  presented   at   Siggraph   1992,   and  CD­ROMs   such   as   the   aforementioned 






However,   seeing  as   this   thesis   is  aimed  at  museum professionals,  documenting   the 
thoughts of this community about technology, for me Ruth Perlin’s words on this issue 
are important:





It   is   a   fact   that  museum professionals  prefer   to   refer   to   the   role  of   technology   in 
communicating heritage, rather than definitions relating to Computer Science. 
Far from tracing a historical overview of all the different pathways taken by museums in 





















































































































known   as  WebArt)   since   2009,  when   thing   changed   substantially.   The   categories 
became:
a. Audio­visuals (short, medium, long )












































lack  of   consistency   in   interacting  with  apparently   similar   features   in  different  




This,  as   for  most  other  similar  products,  can  be  avoided with user­oriented  design, 























experts  have  deemed  to be   instructive   to   the general  public.  This  approach  is  
familiar.   It’s   convenient.   And   it’s   completely   at   odds   with   the   social   and  
technological   underpinnings   of   the   Internet.   To   come   to   terms  with   a   digital  
culture, an interface to art on the Web cannot merely ape museum brochures and  
magazines,   which   rely   for   their   power   on   self­containment,   exclusivity,   and  

















different   aims   and   uses   by   the   visitors   that   I  will   try   to   categorize   in  Chapter   4, 
concentrating on the dimension of virtual museum websites.














museums.  Experiments  with  3D models  of  museums  included  the   reconstruction  of 
models of the brick and mortar museum with several additional features.
The museum reconstruction can be a stand­alone model with no uses at all apart from 










more.  The benefits  of  3D reconstruction  for  museums can be recalled  in  Antinucci 
(2004), for giving an additional study instrument, or for marketing strategy  (Gerosa, 





in   the  museum  context   can   provide   a   sort   of  ‘mirror’  of   the   real   organization   of 
information in the museum, making a digital replica of the ‘physical browsable space’ 




people   and   environments   augmented   with   computational   resources   that   provide 
information   and   services  when   and  where   desired  (Weiser,   1991).  This   concept   is 
significant in examining museums’ experimentation in the field of augmented reality. I 
wish   to   relate   to   the   theory  of   reality­virtuality   continuum as  defined  by  Milgram 
(Milgram;   Takemura,   Utsumi   and   Kishino,   1994;   Milovidov,   2013)   assuming   a 
continuity between reality and virtuality, that can combine in a scheme where reality or 
virtuality are dominant upon the other. In this scheme there can be examples of total 
virtual   environments   such   as   3D   reconstructions,   and   augmented   reality   layers 
browsable by a device that combines information in a real environment.
Whereas reconstruction technologies are commonly stand­alone applications (most V­
Must   experiments   as  well   as   Second  Life   or  metaverse   experiments)   bring   virtual 
visitors   from   their   desks   or   couches   inside   the   reconstruction;   augmentation 
technologies bring the interaction between visitors and digital contents inside the brick 


















activities   on   the   other,   to   a  more   complex   view   of   the   users’   experience   as  




in  an  exhibition,  becomes   the  place  of   the   interaction,  and   in   the  main  case  of  an 
exhibition or an experience in the heritage field, interaction itself in the place where 
visitors  reconfigure  the   exhibition   (Ciolfi,   2004:   7)   and   go   further   than   what   is 
programmed, catalogued, digitally reconstructed, creating a place of dialogue between 
individuals, and between visitors and the cultural institute.
22 Cluny Augmented Reality tour, ENSAM – On­Situ, ‘Dispositif de réalité augmentée pour l’abbaye de   
Cluny:   Ray­on’  http://www.on­situ.com/,   and   Kärner   Landesmuseum   in   Klagenfurt/Carinthia, 
http://studierstube.icg.tugraz.at/handheld_ar/marq.php. Retrieved on 01­06­2014











digital   gallery   using   the   computer/browser   interface,   Second   Life   platform­based 
exhibitions,  or   a  virtual   exhibition   such   as   those  of   Internet  Culturale25.  Given   the 
studies of Anceschi (1992) and Norman (1988 and 1998), the relationship that is created 
between   the   user   and   the   contents   by   the   interface   is   complicated.  The   efforts   of 
interface   designers   are   focused   on   creating  more   and  more   transparent   interfaces, 




















(Ciolfi,  2004).  This   implies   that   the  visitor  can  use  some kind of  haptic  or  kinetic 
interface  (I use the example of Studio Azzurro museums or exhibits such as  ‘Fare gli 














limiting ourselves  to   the official   ICOM definition,   it   is   important   to  refer   to  Italian 
museology and to two of the most important museologists in this trend: Daniele Jalla 
and  Gianni   Pinna.   Pinna   has   traced   a   brief   but   brilliant   history   and   taxonomy  of 






whose   strength   is  expressed   in   the  creation  of   the  symbolic  value  of   this  heritage, 
namely the creation of a  culture,  and in the dissemination of  this  culture in society 
(Pinna and Sutera, 2000: 1).
The   idea   that   museums   are   places   where   information   is   manipulated   is   of   great 
importance for the definition of museums, and by extension for the concept of virtual 
museums. Pinna has established a continuum between virtual museums and tangible 
























It   is   important   to   note   that   these   3   different   philosophies   of  museology   are   not 
consequential or temporally consequent on one another; rather it is possible to make out 
examples of ‘wonder­museology’, ‘rational­museology’ and ‘evocative­museology’.
Following   Pinna,   Daniele   Jalla   (in  Gennaro,   2007)  stresses   the   preponderance   of 










The  difference  and   singularity   of   each  museum would  be   a   good  point   to   start   to 
ascertain its goals and to locate its functions, if only to avoid altering or damaging its 



































“Wonder  is   the seed whence knowledge  is  born”  warning  that   this  statement   is  not 
reversible:   rational   knowledge   cannot   generate   wonder,   which   is   an   emotion 
(Bettelheim, 1990: 192). This statement is controversial because it could be argued that 
there are also cases  that  contradict  it.   It   is  still   true,  however,  and not only for  the 
children   that   Bettelheim’s   essay   deals   with   (its   original   title   was   Children   and 
Museums),   the conclusion to  which he comes by stating  that   the biggest  value that 














it  emotional? Perfect,  but  make it   for real.  This made the sling,   the 200 great  








This   dimension   of  ‘wonder’  applied   to  museum   and   virtual  museums,  makes   the 




that   by   applying   new   technologies   in   order   to   communicate   heritage,   museum 
















Thomas  Maldonado   (1993)   refers   to   a   sort   of  ‘dematerialization’  of   reality   in   its 
complexity,   where  more   and  more   services,   activities,   relationships   travel   on   the 
binaries of the immaterial. for Maldonado, this immateriality of the world would seem 



















taken   in   2001   defined   intangible   heritage   as   “the   practices,   representations,  
expressions,   knowledge,   skills   –   as  well   as   the   instruments,   objects,   artefacts   and  
cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases,  
individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage”26.
This   definition   stresses   the   fact   that   museums   have   to   preserve,   archive   and 
communicate tangible but also intangible ‘objects’, that are expressions of the planet’s 
culture.











traditional  concept  of  a  museum as  a  collecting   institution.  Examples   that  Donahue 
reports are one­object museums, such as a ship museum or a house museum with a 
plethora  of  culturally  associated  objects,   the  hobby museum that  puts   its  members’ 











In keeping with  the practice,  established  in  1974,  of  qualifying museums,  Donahue 























Elisa Giaccardi,  a  PhD member of   the  Planetary  Collegium,  made some interesting 
observations on the use of the term ‘virtual museum’ (Giaccardi, 2006: 7). She mentions 
that museums and cultural objects represent a complex and multifaceted reality in which 
‘physical’,  ‘cultural’  and  ‘virtual’  interact   and  may   acquire   different   functions   and 
different  degrees  of   importance.  According  to  Benedetti,  Elisa  Giaccardi   states   that 
museums and cultural objects are ‘iridescent’. She applied the concept of ‘iridescence’ 
in contemporary museology, referring to the fact that the perception of cultural objects 
(how we  ‘see’  them) is  subject   to change according  to  the different  perspectives  in 
which they can be interpreted and presented. Normally, this perception is the result of 
the   cultural   and   historical   interplay   among   the   physical   tangibility   of   the   object 
(‘physical’),   its  actual   interpretation (‘cultural’),  and  its  potential   interpretations  and 
meanings (‘virtual’). Today, by means of information technologies, we can make these 
components interact more dynamically.
So,   in  my   research  work,   in  order   to   avoid   confusion   around   the  use  of   the   term 
‘virtual’,  especially   in   the  case  of  certain museums  that  may be defined as  ‘virtual 
70
museums’, I will make frequent reference to the term ‘intangible museums’, as opposed 
to  ‘tangible museums’. In this differentiation I will refer to  ‘tangible museums’  to be 
understood as ‘brick and mortar’ museums, as buildings displaying real objects directly 
to visitors, in opposition to ‘intangible museums’ on the web, or on a support requiring 














Historically,   Schweibenz   (1998)   reports  that   the   first   definition   of   virtual  museum 
comes   from Geoffrey  Lewis,  who  described   the  virtual  museum as  a   collection  of 
digitally   recorded  images,   sound  files,   text  documents,  and other  data  of  historical, 
scientific,   or   cultural   interest   that   are   accessed   through  electronic  media.  A  virtual 
71
museum does not house actual objects and therefore lacks the permanence and unique 
qualities of  a  museum in  the  institutional  definition of   the  term  (Britannica Online, 
Article Section, 1996).
Massimo Negri refers to one of the first recorded definitions of the virtual museum in 
January   1997   (later   than   that   quoted   by   Lewis   above),   by   Jamie  McKenzie   and 
published by the ‘Technology & Learning Magazine’.
“A virtual museum is a collection of electronic artefacts and information resources  
–   virtually   anything   which   can   be   digitalized.   The   collection   may   include  









However   it   is   important   for  me   in   this   thesis   to   refer   to   and   explain   a   functional 







The   first   experiments   in   virtual  museums  were   simply   the  website   of   a   physical 
72
museum, or, before that, a videodisk or a CD­ROM displaying digital reproduction of 
artworks   stored   in   a   physical  museum  (Bearman,   1992).  A   concept   of   a  museum 












basic   information,  but   also  of  how  the   information   is  being  presented   to   the  users 
(Ivarsson, 2004).
There have been a great  deal  of   technological  changes  and experiments  since  1992 
bringing on new standards, so the restrictive definition of virtual museum as ‘on­line 
museums’ is no longer acceptable.






a logically related collection of digital  objects composed in a variety of  media  
which,   through   its   connectivity   and   its  multi­accessible   nature,   lends   itself   to  
transcending traditional methods of communicating and interacting with visitors..;  
it  has  no   real  place  or   space;   its  objects  and  the   related   information  can  be  
disseminated all over the world. (Schweibenz, 1998)
This definition, probably derived from the relatively recent notion of virtual computer 












problems,   and   naturally   includes   the   cyber  museum,   but   is   not   limited   to   it.  
(Mairesse and Desvallées, 2010: 58­59)





















and   Tsichritzis,   1991),   Chen   (2007)   and  Dietz   (Dietz   et   al.,   2003),  supported   by 
Schweibenz (1998) and Bearman (1992), of VMs as ‘museums without walls’, and this 
definition, although somewhat vague, is in line with my idea of virtual museum.







paintings  of   the  world,   in  his  opinion,  on   the  walls  of   the   room of   the   imaginary  palace.   It   is 
interesting that he marks, when he links to Malraux, his impression about the emerging technology of 










Endorsing this shift,  Bearman states that “advocates of  ‘museum without walls’  and 
































The   first   comes   from   an   official   ICOM document   that   appeared   in   ICOM News, 
covering the new dignity to  be held by of virtual collections in museum contexts, as 














access   for   disabled   people   with   disabilities;   the   guarantee   that   the   technological 
platform of   the  virtual  museum can  be  upgraded  periodically,   to   last   for   the   same 
number of years that a tangible brick and mortar museum is supposed to last, and so on. 
It   is up to museum professionals  to find out  the maximum number of museological 
standards to be fulfilled by their virtual museum projects, in the same way as brick and 
mortar museums.
The   second   is   from  Schweibenz  who   states   that   “the   prerequisite   for   the  ‘virtual  
museum’ are digitized data” (Schweibenz, 1998: 191).
I would like to mention another of Mairesse’s notes on the subject, where he writes that 

















to  be  considered  museums.  However  we have also  seen   that  after   the  2007  ICOM 
conference there is also the question of intangible heritage to be taken into consideration 




















publics.   Commissions   have   to  cope  with   the  mission   of  museums   and  make   the 
technological and political choices to make this heritage accessible to the public for the 
longest period of time possible, so that the technology chosen is capable of lasting for 













of  virtual  museums.  However,   because   the   idea   of   technology   is   important   in  my 
research, I have tried to circumscribe it to an examination of the concept of technology 
that   I  will   examine   as   new   technology,   or  what   is  meant   by   the   term   ‘emerging 
technology’.
On the other hand, I have also tried to describe different ideas of the museum, including 
my   own,   according   to   ICOM’s   definition   but   also   following   a   new,   emergent 







museums  to  be  developed  further   in  Chapter  3  where   I  will  provide  examples  and 





















community,   generally  educated   in   the   Liberal   Arts   with   little   background   in 
technological   studies,   and  who   tend  to  consider  the  phenomenon  of  new media  as 
media,  not   as   technology.  Throughout   his   production  McLuhan  provides   a   key  to 
understanding  media  contexts,  and  in   this   unpublished  work   he  provides  a   valid 
contribution   to   the   debate  on   new  media  in  museum   contexts  that  may   help   in 
increasing   awareness  of   the   phenomenon   of  ‘virtual   museums’  among   museum 
professionals, considered as new media and not only as technology.
I will also present the work of other researchers on defining the museum as a medium 





















Congress   in  Washington,  with   another   copy   held   at   the   Library   of  Munich.   The 
significance of this document for Museology and Museum Studies has been disregarded 











technology   in  museums.  There   is   a   French   translation   of   the   document,  made   by 






























To introduce this  work,  it   is  the transcript of a recording of a seminar given at  the 
Museum of the City of New York some time after the World Exhibition of 1967, in 
order   to  address   the actions  of   the  Director  of   the Museum concerning exhibitions, 





with   a   few   panels   of   ochre   for   contrast.   The   sight­and­sound   sequence   was  
controlled by a programmer which automatically turned on and off  the various  
projectors   and   tape   recordings.   The   sequence   lasted   about   16  minutes.   The  
material   included   colour   slides   of   Dutch   scenes,   with   some   models   of   New  
Amsterdam from the permanent Dutch Gallery, along with scenes of New York as  







The   elevation   diagram   shows   #6   pointing   south.   A   white   curtain   stretched  












the  French  translation   that  has  very  few referrers   into  consideration  (Ouellet,  2008; 
Bergeron,   2010).   Stylistically,   it   takes   the   form   of   a   dialogue  between  Marshall 

















McLuhan   states   the  uselessness  of   the  museum as  a   retrieval   system  for   classified 
objects, but the main difference between museums and archives lies in the definition of 












extended out   into  the environment.   In  the same  way  that   the  computer  world  is  an 


































space,   the   channel   of   the  museum as   a  medium.  Space  permits   the  objects   in   the 
museum,   territory,   concepts   and   all   human  knowledge   itself   to   be   perused.   In   the 
seminar McLuhan and Parker amplify this concept of human feedback in museums, 
showing how artefacts tend to create their own environments, with the real artefacts 
made  by  humankind  being  not   objects   but   rather   environments   and  how   for   some 
biological  or  physiological   reason,  people  never   see  an  environment,  but   rather   the 
content of environments (McLuhan, Parker and Barzun, 1969: 8).
In this reasoning the environment created by the artefact is the one from which it came. 




in  McLuhan’s   thinking,  objects   themselves  are environments   (if  man­made),  and as 
such create an environment, that the museum can amplify with exhibits and exhibitory 
techniques,   particularly   because   these   environments   are   invisible   for   visitors.   By 















He  also  makes   the  observation   that   the   teenagers  of  his   time  display  many  of   the 
manifestations of natives and pre­literate peoples (McLuhan, Parker and Barzun, 1969: 
8).
At   this   point   the   concept   of   touch   is   introduced,   of   such   importance   throughout 
















for   involvement   and   participation   (McLuhan,   Parker   and   Barzun,   1969:   2).   As   a 
curiosity   for   researchers   it   is   remarkable   that  McLuhan   gives   the   paternity   of   his 
concept of touch to Parker (McLuhan, Parker and Barzun, 1969: 7), and it is interesting 
to note some of McLuhan and Parker’s suggestions for new ideas of the application of 
technology   by  museums,   changing   from   education   by   concept   to   the   training   of 
perception,   the   total   sensorium,   the   total   human   response   (McLuhan,   Parker   and 
Barzun, 1969: 4).
McLuhan’s suggestion is definitely in the direction of the enhancement of participation, 




visitors’   decisions,   choices   and   inputs   together  with   the   new   idea   of   the  museum 
enhancing   and   training  perception   in   its   public,  guiding  visitors   in   increasing   their 
knowledge, of having the perception of having chosen how deeply they wish to take 
advantage of the theme of the visit.
The   other   themes   that   McLuhan   and   Parker   suggest   are   the   idea  of   “Pattern 
recognition” and the difference between a gallery structured with a story­line, and the 












discover   and   participate   and   involve   themselves   in   the   totality  without   being   told 
anything about   the overall  pattern or shape of  it  with the result   that   they never got 


















The  public   should  be   invited   to  manipulate   the  physical   setting  of   the   exhibitions 
through interfaces and various artefacts from different cultures brought together in order 
to create abrasive situations. These interfaces are deliberately created in order to incite 












Jalla’s   remarks   that   the  museum experience,  unlike  other   types  of  contemplative or 
cognitive experience is experienced by means of the feet, as well as the eyes and brain. 




expand   the   faculty,   but   lacking   hands   in   deference   to   the   sacred   principle   that   at 
museums it is always forbidden for the objects to be touched (Jalla in Gennaro, 2007: 
13).  Silverstone’s   expression   allows   no   doubts:   they   allow   the   visitor,   literally,   to 






the   discourse   or   missing   a   critical   piece   or   passage   in   their   exploration   of   the 
collections,   but   understanding   the   rationale   behind   selection   and   presentation   and 
therefore free to move with greater ease and safety and if possible feeling pleasure and 






the  museum,  and  then on  the   role  of   the  museum as  a  medium.  In  1995 (Hooper­
Greenhill, 1995: 10) she starts her research by questioning the the role of objects in 
virtual museums as media, following Susan Pearce’s investigations into the nature of 




media   in   communicating  museum   events.  Kaplan   (in  Hooper­Greenhill,   1995:   38) 
focuses   on   the   nature   of   exhibition   as   a   medium   studying   certain   examples   of 
exhibitions on Nigeria. As Hooper­Greenhill stated, museums are institutions which use 


































Museums   are  places  where   communication   takes  place   and  within  which   complex 
meanings are negotiated. These meanings only partly depend upon those ascribed to the 
individual  objects   from  the place   they  occupy within  a  historical,  archaeological  or 
aesthetic classification system (Durant, 1992: 34).
Museums, galleries and exhibition texts are constructed with a basis on different logics. 
Their  existence  is   the result  of a complex interaction of   individual  and institutional 
forces; in addition, they are consumed in many different ways by visitors. They appear, 
however,   far   from being arbitrary,  as   they are structured  on  the basis  of   their  own 
internal rhetoric that seeks to instil in visitors the belief that what they are seeing and 
reading is important, beautiful, true. Museums are also structured narratively, through 
principles of classification and representation,  creating stories,   issues or,  sometimes, 
more open logic, as well as locations and routes through which visitors are guided and 
helped to build a sense of what they have seen (Durant, 1992: 37). It so obviously the 
case   that   individual   galleries   or   exhibitions,   even   entire  museums   express  multiple 
logics. This can be attributed to the presence of sections built at different times within 














Silverstone   states   that   space   is   a   fundamental   element   binding   (literally)  museum 
design.   Shape,   size,   morphology   and   accessibility   of   the   rooms   are   all   factors 















the   space   prepared   for   them,   physically,   with   the   disposition   of   the   rooms,   and 
figuratively,  by  extending   it   to   encompass   the   sphere  of  personal   experience.  This 
potential   space   that   embraces   and   encompasses   every   act   of   communication   is   an 








the  museum considered  as   a  medium.   In  her  ‘Museum,  media,  message’  (Hooper­
Greenhill, 1995), she considers the museum as a medium based on objects, deepening 
the relationship between exhibitions (of objects) and other media such as newspapers. 
Greenhill   and other   contributors   to   the  work  go on  to  examine   the  case  of   certain 
exhibitions, making important contributions to the question.
Otto Neurath, quoted by Krautler (in Hooper­Greenhill, 1995: 61), relates the museum 
with   the   idea  of  communication.  He states   that  exhibitions  are  media   that  are  both 
shaped and shaping, “objects of practical use as tables or rooms” (Neurath, 1973: 133). 
Neurath   denied   the   importance   of   the  museum object,   stressing   the   importance   of 
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“clear,   factual   communication”   (in  Hooper­Greenhill,   1995:  62)   and   useful   visual 
messages.   He   also   denied   the   power   of   precious   objects   in   the   eyes   of   visitors, 
preferring the offer of “factual information, non­dramatic or emotionally stimulating  





Among these  three terms there  is,  beyond  their  different origins,  a close and easily 
discovered relationship by checking the definition given in dictionaries and the frequent 
cross­referencing as if they were synonyms. However they are not and with no intention 
of   trying   to   thrash  out   their  differences,   Jalla  notes   the   fact   that  both  surprise  and 
amazement go back to the concept of wonder (in Gennaro, 2007: 15).
While surprise and amazement would seem to be a  product  of wonder,   the  idea of 
wonder is somehow linked to that of admiration, helping museologists to answer a basic 






















because   this  would  make   the  museum  a   different   type   of   institution,  more   like   a 





For assuming this  Jalla refers   to Peter  Greenblatt,  who in his  famous essay entitled 
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cultural   forces   from   which   they   emerged   and   which   can   be   considered   by   a 
representative sample by observers.  And considering wonder   the power held by the 
displayed object  to  stop the observer  in  his  or her steps,  communicating a sense of 
uniqueness arousing intense attention.
Jalla refers to those two definitions perfect in their clarity and perspicuity, and yet, in 



















































Saxon  god  having   spent  most   of   its   existence   in  different  English  gardens,   a   late 
eighteenth century lintel,  or an extension from the same period,  have all  undergone 







familiar   to   the  public   yet;   the   shock  of  displacement   produced  by   seeing   them on 








examples  of  old  packaging:   each  with   its  own biography,   each   ‘rescued’   from  the 
museum. All mutely appealing to visitors to integrate their meaning.
The   construction   of   specific   biographies   of   objects,   undertaken   by   the  museum’s 

















identification  with   the  Other,  detached   and   inter­penetrated  at   the   same   time.  This 
dialectic of distance and proximity is of course a commonplace in the analysis devoted 
to the operations of contemporary media. Indeed, this feature can even be recognised as 
an  essential   feature  of   their  definition:  what   is   familiar  becomes  alien,   the   strange 
becomes familiar. However, neither the attention nor the identification required by the 





information points,  panels with text  or  illustrations),  forwarding another,  completely 
different claim, to provide an experience of reality. Silverstone reminds us that Alan 
Morton noted that the trend – more and more commonly practiced by museums – to use 
technology   and   modern   media,   including   certain   components   of   an   interactive 
multimedia experience,  museums having directed themselves towards market criteria 






Eco   and   Jean   Baudrillard   would   call   ‘hyperreality’,   the   over­mediated   world   of 
simulation and self­reference, that we now take for granted in everyday life (Eco, 1986; 
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Baudrillard,   1981).   Silverstone   reports   the   conclusive  evidence   about   the   status   of 
objects in the museum and significantly expressed by Eugene Donato:
The   set   of   objects   presented  by  museums   is   based   solely  on   the   conventional  
assumption that they constitute a world of consistent representations [...] If this  
convention is broken, nothing of the Museum is left, but bric­a­brac, a heap of  
fragments   of   objects   without   meaning   and   value   that   are   no   longer   able   to  
represent   themselves   metonymically,   replacing   the   original  object,   or  
metaphorically alluding to its representative character. (Donato, 1980: 213)
Silverstone  concludes   that   “an  object   is  not  null   if   it   not  does  not   form part  of  a  
collection, a collection is not null if it fails to affirm a classificatory logic capable of  


































than   that   defined   by   Foucault   his   1977   ‘The  Confession   of   the  Flesh’   interview38 
(Agamben, 2006: 5), although his definition of a device as a heterogeneous collection of 
discourses,   institutions,  architectural   interventions,   laws,   standards,   scientific 
statements,   moral,   philanthropic   and   philosophical   propositions,   of   relationships 
established between these elements and, with certain necessary adjustments, are well 
suited to describe the museum as a medium or text. 









one example from the many elements  involved in  the construction of a  museum or 







what  makes   the   participative   observation   of   the   public   so   important;   the   study   of 
behaviour aimed at discovering the effects produced: an experience that we can carry 
out   empirically  by  blending  ourselves   together  with   the  visitors   to  discover   in   and 
through them to what extent the device,  the quality of the works, the quality of the 
installation,   even   the   strict   interpretation   of   some  museum  purpose,  works   or   not, 
whether it succeeds in communicating what was intended to be communicated or not 
(Jalla in Gennaro, 2007: 13­14). 
Foucault’s   theories   applied   to   digital   heritage   are   significant   for   the   definition   of 





















concept  in   the preface to  ‘The order of  things’ (Foucault,  1966: xviii  ff),  up to  the 
definition   of   the   six   principles   of   heterotopia   as   a   mirror,   crisis   heterotopia   and 






























After   this  digression  on museum as  a  device,   it   is   important   to  concentrate  on  the 
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cases   of   Second  Life   experiences   referring   to  my  Categories  A   and   F   of  Virtual 









used   to   make   actions   which   can   be   experienced   by   numerous   participants 
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simultaneously is stressed. 











referring  to all   the Renaissance paintings,  ceramics,  objets  d’art  and  the rest  of  the 
contents   of   this   important   house­museum,   I  would   like   to  make   reference   to   the 
Armoury. Alessandra Mottola Molfino commissioned the renewal of this space to the 










is   important   to   note   that   this   is   not   the   only   example   of   an   armoury   without 
identification tags. Probably it takes inspiration from the Armoury at Graz.






























































would   give   the   instant   environment   from   which   the   artefact   originally   came,   in 
opposition to the opinion of Dr. Dockstader who says that original environments are 
impossible   in  museums  (McLuhan,  Parker  and Barzun,  1969:  20):  “I  have  already  


















Kenderdin,  2007:  29)   that  photography   in  conjunction  with   the  museum  institution 
affects  and changes the aura of  the original.  The more a work of art   is   reproduced 
photographically, and the more it is printed on postcards, on posters, in art books, and 
one may add on the websites of museums as their highlights, the more aura the original 
work   of   art   acquires,   and   the   more   it   is   appreciated   by   the   audience.  Walsh’s 
argumentation is in a way a reduction of Benjamin’s concept of aura. It is Benjamin’s 












It   is  useful  here   to   refer   to  Daniele   Jalla,  who notes   that  what  distinguishes  expert 
visitors from other visitors is their mastery of textual codes, in the way that they are 





































It   is   starting   with   these   features   of   the   museum   that   the   questions   of   surprise, 







not  be useful   to  point  out   that   the museum as a retrieval  system for classified  
objects is not going to be acceptable very long. People now feel the need to have a  




Alessandra   Mottola   Molfino   (2010)   in   Italia   Nostra   magazine40  notes   that   the 
approximately   5   thousand  museums   in   Italy   are   now   the  most  widely   distributed 










Shultz   (1979)   pointing   out   the  relationship   between   architecture   and   territoriality 
through the study of Rome, Khartoum and Prague, she says that we must offer ‘our’ 
model  with  pride,  different   from  the  universal  and  imperial  1  museums of   the  19th 
Century; the gigantic museums created by the will of governments up to World War I, 
from Berlin to London, from St. Petersburg to Vienna, Paris and Brussels. In the age of 






















act  in networks,   to promote local systems – both  local  and virtual – and  to exploit 
available knowledge as a contrasting factor in the face of the crisis. 















projects   stressing   the   Italian   ‘genius   loci’   in   all   the  possible  meanings  of   complex 
landscape, environment and culture of Italy. 
Virtual museums alter the concept of place (Perlin in Mintz and Thomas, 1998: 83). 
This  means   that   the  contents  of  exhibitions  can  be  transported  to   the  place  of   the 
computer of the audience, or the contents of museum archives can be viewed by the 
public, or museum objects can be viewed by a wider public too. Perling states that “Our 











activities   on   the   other,   to   a  more   complex   view   of   the   users’   experience   as  




in  an  exhibition,  becomes   the  place  of   the   interaction,  and   in   the  main  case  of  an 
exhibition   or   an   experience   in   the   field   of   heritage,   interaction   itself   in   the   place 







as the  point of  interpretation  and  ‘entrance’  to the display of  information on  a single 
topic, embodying the reality of the ‘genius loci’ of a specific territory. 
The   aforementioned  example   from  the   late  1990s  of  ‘Crivelli’s   extended  museum’ 
provided through a web interface information and locations of the works of the famous 















As   social   systems   change,   the   Internet   changes   in   a   feedback   process.   The  
relationship   is   less  one  of  hard   technological  determinism  than of   soft   ‘social  
affordances’ creating opportunities and constraints. (Wellman, 2002: 5) 















when   time   disintegrates   and   space   is   globalized?”  (Castells   in   Parry,   2010:   430). 
Castells defines museums as repositories of temporality (Castells in Parry, 2010: 431), 
according  to  Foucault’s  notion of  heterochronia where   the  museum is   ‘the’  case of 
heterochronia   together  with   libraries   (Foucault,   1984).  Museums   for   Castells  may 
emphasize the signs of identity outside the culture of a global elite and “increase the  
cultural fragmentation of societies in this globalized world (leading to an opposition  











cannot   assimilate,   the   terms   global   and   local   are   distinct.   Through   these   intrinsic 
oppositions  we can observe   the  error  of   the  ‘modern’  world  where  these 4 distinct 
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realities   are   assimilated.  Between   this   opposition   there   can  be  nothing  different   to 
networks or mediation of those realities, and there is everything that happens between 
those oppositions (Latour, 1995: 149). 
Latour   also  wrote   about  museums,   for   instance  examining   the  horse   exhibit   at   the 
Natural   History  Museum   of  New  York  (Latour,   2007),   the  Iconoclash   exhibition 





where ‘both human’ actors,  but  also unanimated entities  such as   theories,  concepts, 






an   experimentation   in   contact  with   the   real.  The  map  does  not   reproduce  an  
unconscious   closed   contact   with   the   real.   The   map   does   not   reproduce   an  




detachable,   reversible,   susceptible   to  constant  modification.  (Deleuze,  Guattari, 
1987: 12) 
This connects directly to Latour­Venturini’s work on cartography work. 
I  would   like   to  provide  some examples   to  support   this   statement,   starting  with   the 
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experience  of  Palazzo  Madama   in  Turin.  As  we  will   see   in   the   section   about  my 
Category  F   of  Virtual  Museum,   the  City   of  Turin   is   particularly   attentive   to  new 
technology   and   visitors   services.   Ever   since   2009   a   knitting   community   has   been 
meeting every week in Palazzo Madama in order to share experiences, knit together and 
































conceit   addresses   the   pure   conceptual   space   of   the   human   faculties:   imagination, 
cognition, judgement. In English however, it speaks of a place rendered physically, a 
space which we might walk through, a seeming paradox for many years. I quote as a 
reference   all   the  works,   books   and   papers   going   in   the   direction   of   providing   an 
unambiguous, comprehensive definition of the virtual museum. Werner Schweibenz’s 
aforementioned idea, starts from a definition of the museum that I cannot share, trying 
to   arrive   at   a   historical   definition   of   the   virtual  museum   that   cannot   be   found   in 
Mairesse  (Mairesse and Desvallées,  2010:  58­59).  He writes   that   the  importance  of 





arguing   that   scholars   like  Wilcomb   E.  Washburn   suggested   that   the   emphasis   of 
museum work should be put on information rather than on objects (1984: 14f), others 
like George MacDonald and Stephan Alsford (Alsford, MacDonald and Phillips, 1989; 
Alsford   and  MacDonald,   1991;  Alsford,   1991;  MacDonald   and   Silverstone,   1992) 
described the museum as an information utility going as far as stating that museums 
need to think of  information,  rather than of material  objects, as  their  basic resource 
(Alsford, 1991: 8). Finally museums were no longer thought of as being repositories of 











Bearman also states   that  museums provide an opportunity to   interact  with artefacts, 
specimens, and realia from beyond our everyday experience. Many artefacts are unique, 







This   endorses  my   theory  of   a   ‘diffused  museum’,   intended   as   an   evolution  of   the 
concept of ‘Ecomuseum’ referring to de Bary, Desvallées and Wasserman (1994) and 
Davis (1999). 















with walls  will  offer experiences  very different  from, but  symbiotic  with,  museums 












characteristics   of  museums  without  walls,   on   the   real   independence   of   a  museum 
without  walls   from   all   other  museums  with  walls,   and  how   the   ‘authority’   of   the 
museum without walls is the same as all other museums with walls. 





(1978­80)47  the  picturesque  mountain   town   in  Colorado,   known   for   two  processes, 































It   is   important   to   note   the   relationship   and   the   impact   of   the  original   French   and 



















of  work   in   the   field  how  the   risk  of  distance  between   the   thoughts  and  desires  of 
museologists and those of the IT sector has become much more real. I believe that this 
has  happened  because  of   a   lack  of   communication  between   the  main   functions  of 
museums,  and  the   fact   that   ICOM’s definition  of   the  museum is  not  as  commonly 
shared   as   museologists   would   like   to   believe.   The   museum   is   also   defined   in 
dictionaries as: 
a building in which objects of historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest are  














So,   the   main   difference   between   a   museum   and   a   virtual   museum,   perhaps   a 
misinterpretation  of  Malraux,   lies   in   the  absence  of   the  building,  of   the  bricks  and 
mortar. As a result, the main difference is the concept of space as I have noted in the 
previous part of my research. The idea of space changes from real space into virtual 
space,   bringing   on   several   consequences   as   I   intend   to   explain   further   on.   One 
interesting text about the relationship between ‘tangible’ and ‘non­tangible’ museums 
states: 
Many   of   the   philosophical   discussions   about   the  museum   centre   around   the  
questions of definition and terms like ‘traditional’ and ‘new’ museums are part of  
the historical landscape. It has been an unproved axiom of museums that museums  
are   at   their   essence   unique   institutions   devoted   to   concrete   objects,   physical  
things, the material remains of the past. (Proença et al., 1998) 
Thus, Andrews’ definition of virtual museums emphasizes the idea of a  collection  of 











not  provided with the chance to be a centre of  interpretation,  of social and cultural 









professionals.   I  will  deal  with   this  aspect   in  more  depth   in   the   last  chapter  of   this 
research. This shift has affected the whole life of museums. As a consequence, for years 
the second goal of museums has been to create digital inventories of their collections in 
order   to   create   the   basis   for   national   and   international   cultural   heritage.   The 









museum,   to  one   that   is  much more  about  human  experience,   about  people  as  
museum makers and as those who make meaning in museums. This is a person­






After   giving  a  definition  of  museums  dealing  with   the  past   experiments  of  virtual 
museums, attention focused on users’ experiences: 
How can we make the facts of these objects sing to the virtual visitor? How can we  





For  Bearman and Teather   the  answer   lies   in   the  metadating  of  museum objects  by 














networked   communication.   This   instantaneously   engaging   immediacy   dictates   the 












museum are   foreign  visitors,  with  one­third   coming   from within  France.  Since   the 









this   important  point,   I   examined   the   thoughts  of  McLuhan,   and of  other   important 




human   beings   in   the   same  way   as   they   can  walk   down   the   corridors   of   tangible 
museums. 















outside  its walls,  but where  there are no walls.  Katherine Woolsey and Robert  
Semper explore such extensions of multimedia into public spaces and identify the  
design problems that must be overcome to make such new realities effective. One  















different   types   of   virtual   museums   (Caraceni,   2008).   After   publication   in   a   peer 
reviewed  book,   I   presented  my   taxonomy  on   several   occasions   (at   8   national   and 
international conferences between 2009 and 2013)50.
Following   this  process   and   the  discussion  of   the   first   version  of  my   research   (see 









examples   that  will  provide museum professionals  with  an  idea  of  past,  present  and 
future experimentation taking place in the field. 




MuseImpresa,   Parma,   30   September   2011;  ‘Consciousness   Reframed   2011   –   Presence   in   the 
mindfield:  CR12 Planetary  Collegium’,  Centro  Cultural  de  Belem,  Lisbona,  30  November  2011; 
‘Augmented Heritage’, Impronta (del) Digitale 1.0, La classe dell’Arte, Centro Trevi, Bolzano, 1st 







As  it  was   already  anticipated  in   the  methodological   introduction  to   this  work,  my 







research  gradually  become  obsolete,  or  unrepresentative  of  a  museological  point  of 
view,  representing   only  ‘evidence  of  technological   prowess’,  without   any  real 
individual thought or museological paradigm behind the technological experimentation. 
However   in   the   last   years   of  my   research,   the   supports   of   the  majority   of   virtual 
museums that I had collected could no longer be read by the modern operating systems 
in use for the past two years, having been ‘optimized’ for Windows 98, or 2000, or no 













The  wide­ranging   taxonomy  presented   in   this   chapter   comes   from  the   greater   and 
growing   awareness   of  museology   that   I   acquired   during  my   years   of   studies   and 







Since   the   approach   of  my   studies   is  multidisciplinary,   I   started   including   all   the 
examples that were submitted or that I came across in my ‘catalogue’, then gradually 
thinning down the list. My heightened awareness as a result of my membership of the 




So at  the end of  the years of research my  taxonomy has its  origin in  two different 
suggestions.  The   first   one   comes   from  Michel   Foucault   and   the   3  methodological 
principles51  he set  out   in  his  ‘History of  Madness’,  and used in  his  research in  this 
discipline. These principles seemed useful for me to organize my own research toward a 
definition of the different categories of virtual museum. These three principles are better 
explained   in   Maurice   Florance’s   entry   on   Michel   Foucault   in   the   ‘Dictionnaire 
Filosofique’ (Huisman et al., 1984: 942­944)52.
















practices by which the subject   is  constituted  in  the  immanence of  a domain of  
knowledge.   […]  Hence   a   third   principle   of  method:   address   ‘practices’   as   a  
domain of analysis, approach the study from the angle of what ‘was done’… These  














felt   the   need   to   group   these   experiences   together,   finding   out   recurrences   and 
differences53.
Therefore,   the   following   taxonomy   comes   from   the  morphological   observation   of 
























of   negative   verification   (falsification)   in   its   place   (Popper,   1959),   I   also   consider 
Lakatos’ critique of this theory, going beyond Nature’s rebellion against a theory that 
aims to describe it: for Lakatos this incoherence can be resolved without modifying the 




(mammals,   stones,   asteroids,   virtual  museums)?   Ereshefsky   (Ereshefsky   and  Ruse, 











first   presented   a   draft   of   this   taxonomy   in   a   peer   reviewed  publication   and   at   an 
international conference my aim was to place these categories in a historical pattern in 
an   attempt   to   order   the   phenomena   of   virtual   museums   all   over   the   world 

















of   the  museum  on   the   Internet,   a  museum  without  walls.  He   goes   on   to   provide 
examples of the following categories of museum, on the Internet (Schweibenz, 2004: 1):













the   site   is   didactically   enhanced   and   linked   to   additional   information   that 
motivates the virtual visitor to learn more about a subject they are interested in 
and to revisit the site. The goal of the learning museum is to make the virtual 




















































































Hein  built   a   four   quadrant   scheme   that   can  be  used   to   classify  museums  by   their 
educational positions: systematic museums, discovery museums, orderly museums and 

































museums   for   the   communication   of   heritage,   that   are   not   seen   as   focussed   on 


























A MARKETING Open Closed Selected objects Virtual on real, virtual with real Not allowed
B EDUCATION Closed Closed Selected objects Virtual on real Not allowed
C EXHIBITION Open Closed Selected objects Real with virtual Not allowed
D COLLECTIONS Open Open All collection Virtual with real Not allowed/Allowed (*)














A. Virtual   museum   enhancing   museum   MARKETING   with   OPEN 
INTERACTION in a CLOSED SPACE showing SELECTED OBJECTS from 
the museum collection, NOT allowing visitor CONTRIBUTIONS. 
B. Virtual   museum   enhancing   museum   EDUCATION   with   CLOSED 
INTERACTION in a CLOSED SPACE showing SELECTED OBJECTS from 
the museum collection, NOT allowing visitor CONTRIBUTIONS. 
C. Virtual   museum   enhancing   museum   EXHIBITIONS   with   OPEN 
INTERACTION in a CLOSED SPACE showing SELECTED OBJECTS from 
the museum collection, NOT allowing visitor CONTRIBUTIONS. 
D. Virtual   museum   enhancing   museum   COLLECTIONS   with   OPEN 
INTERACTION   in   an   OPEN   SPACE   showing   ALL   OBJECTS   from   the 
museum collection, ALLOWING or NOT allowing visitor CONTRIBUTIONS. 
E. Virtual   museum   that   enhances   museum   objects   INTERPRETATION   with 
OPEN  INTERACTION  in   an  OPEN SPACE showing  SELECTED or  ALL 
OBJECTS   from   the   museum   collection,   ALLOWING   visitor 
CONTRIBUTIONS. 
F. Virtual   museum   performing   EXPERIMENTATION   of   NEW 




























In  the  needs  column I have defined the particular  need of  the museum that  can be 
enhanced by technology can enhance. It also contains a remark covering the needs as 
reported   by   the  Horizon   report,   for   example   education   and   interpretation,   and   not 
considering   ‘communication’   in   the   ‘communication  and  marketing’   section;   this   is 
158
because   communication   is   a   specific   aim   of   museums,   the   use   of   the   term 
‘communication’,  often  seems  to  correspond  to   the  marketing   function.   I  have also 
added the ‘experimental’ category, in order to respond to the need of experimentation 
for   those   brave  museologists   wishing   to   experiment   new  museological   paradigms 
through technology. 
For the ‘EXAMPLE’ field in the description of the single examples, I have united the 

















































technology   experts,   without   technical   or   other   inappropriate   terminology.   For   the 
valorisation   of   this   field   I   used   the   categorization  made   by  OTEBAC,   the   Italian 
Ministry   of   Culture’s   Technological   Observatory   for   Cultural   Assets   for   the 
benchmarking of virtual exhibitions. I will refer to the presence, in known cases, of the 
technology appearing on this   list,  mostly in  the examples I have presented for each 
category.  The  genesis  of   this   categorization   is   to  be   found   in  OTEBAC’s  work   in 
creating guidelines for online exhibitions. These may seem fragmentary and inaccurate, 
but even so were put together by a community of museum professionals. Within the 
‘Content’ (column that will  be used to describe the examples) I  will  not provide a 
description   of   the   objects   contained   in   the  museum   itself   (art,   pictures,   paintings, 
science experiments, coins, …), but will instead describe the digital objects contained 
within   the  virtual  museum  that   can  be   touched   ‘digitally’   by  user­visitors.  Special 







the  last  half  century.  What  have emerged most  recently are centers  for  digital  humanities – 
which  at   the moment  are  themselves  only prototypes or  areas  of  application specific   to   the 
approach of digital humanities;






















4. Virtual  with real:  in   this  category the researchers  have  identified a  type of 
virtual   museum   that   they   define   as   a   digital   space   built   with   the   use   of 
technology. This virtual space can shape a real space or an ideal space shaped 














connected   online   versus   connected   in   a   specific   physical   space.   Given   the  





The   category   description   grid   contains   a   ‘Visitor   contribution’   column:   this   is 



































































dynamic  over   time   (Law  et   al.,   2009);   there   are   a   number   of   value   grids   for   the 
definition  of  user   experience,   such  as   the  emotional  design  model   (Nielsen,  1994), 






aware   that   the   evaluation   of   digital   heritage   projects   is   often   neglected.   Scientific 






intersections  between  what   a   virtual  museum can   allow   the   visitor   to   do,   and   the 
different kinds of potential virtual visitors to virtual museums. In visitor studies, Eilean 















second group, the  ‘cursory visitors’  show instead a more genuine interest in the  





they  encounter   in   the  galleries.  The   third  group   is  a  minority  of   visitors  who  







three   types:   “the   transient,   the   sampler   and   the  methodical   viewers”,   adding   that 
“currently  museum   evaluators   are   using   terms   like   ‘streakers,   studiers,   browsers,  
grazers  and discoverers’”  renamed as  “the busy,  selective,  and greedy visitor   type” 
(Serrel cit. in Sparacino, 2002: 6­7). Examples of virtual museum categories that will be 
described in the following pages will take these typologies of virtual visitors to virtual 
museums   into   consideration.   In   further   studies   I  will   carry   out   a  more   exhaustive 
analysis of user experience, due to lack of space in this research. I will however provide 





Examples  have  been   chosen   as   interesting  cases  of   the  models  proposed,   and  also 





a  ‘limit zone’  on the boundary of a category,   inside the limen, or near   the outside. 
Science and information science, on introducing so called ‘fuzzy logic’, acknowledge 
the   existence   of   certain   complex   liminal   zones   that   avoid   exact   categorization 
(Hofstadter, 1985). Given these theories, the examples chosen to illustrate categories of 
virtual museums have been selected for their pertinence to  the characteristics of my 
categorization,   but   sometimes,   and   pre­eminently   in   two   examples   from   the   sixth 
category,   they  have  also  been  chosen as  paradoxical   examples,   instrumental   to  my 
metamodel   in   the   sense   that   I   have   explained   above,   in   order   to   provide  museum 






In accordance with  the external  examiners’   report  on  the  first  draft  of  my thesis,   I 
carried   out   a   peer­review   among   AVICOM   colleagues   and   eminent   museum 
professionals in order to validate or modify my taxonomy. 
I should point out here that my taxonomy first appeared at a peer­reviewed publication 
of   a   conference,   ‘Consciousness   reframed’,   at   the   Planetary   Collegium   held   in 
167























4. Janos   Tari,   Director   of   Hungarian   Ethnographical   Museum   (President   of 
AVICOM)
5. Marie   Francoise  Delval,   chargé   de   la   communication   interne   du  DSI   chez 
Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication(Vice president of AVICOM)
6. Luigi  Maria   di   Corato,   professor   at   Università   Cattolica   del   Sacro   Cuore, 
Director Fondazione Musei Senesi (ICOM member)**
7. Vincenza Ferrara,  professor  of museology at  University  of Rome (AVICOM 
member)
8. Nancy Proctor, Museum and the Web conference co­chair
9. Daniele   Jalla,   Former  General  Director   of  Culture  Department   at   Piemonte 
168
Region (former president of ICOM Italy)













18. Luca  Marchionni,   in   charge   of   communication   at   MuseImpresa   –  Museo 
Zambon (AVICOM member)*
19. Nicoletta   di   Blas,   Researcher   of   Web   Application   Design,   Hypermedia 
Applications,   and Human  Computer   Interaction  at   the  Politecnico  di  Milano 
(AVICOM member – Politecnico di Milano)**
20. Paolo Paolini, professor of Web Application Design, Hypermedia Applications, 
and   Human   Computer   Interaction   at   the   Politecnico   di  Milano   (AVICOM 
member – Politecnico di Milano)*
21. Michela   Negrini,   Researcher   of   Web   Application   Design,   Hypermedia 
Applications,   and   Human   Computer   Interaction   at   the   Politecnico   di 
Milano(AVICOM member – Politecnico di Milano)*













The   participants  were   chosen   primarily   from  members   of  AVICOM,   both   on   the 
international board and in the Italian  ‘Coordinamento Commissione Tematica Audio­
Visivi e nuove Tecnologie’. I also extended the call to well­known professionals in the 
field   of   technology   inside   the   heritage   context,   such   as   the   CINECA  Visit   Lab 
(Antonella   Guidazzoli   and   Maria   Chiara   Liguori),   the   Museum   and   the   Web 
International Conference (Nancy Proctor), pre­eminent ICOM members (Daniele Jalla, 
Luigi  Maria   di   Corato,   Lucia  Cataldo),   and   certain   academic   researchers   that   are 
members of the Italian ‘Coordinamento Commissione Tematica Audio­Visivi e Nuove 
























the   fact   that  my   taxonomy  was   not   chronological,   and   I  would   not   use   the   term 










































































The central  row of boxes is  crucial;   it  contains  the names of  the experts  who have 
actively participated in the peer­review. At the top, they are joined through connectors 
identifying those who support the validity of my taxonomy (8 participants), while the 
remaining 4 appear   in   the box of   those  suggesting  a new category (4 participants). 
Following the outcome of the peer review, this grouping displays the results whereby 

















indicates   that,  although  Luigi  Maria  de  Corato  belongs   to   the  category  of  museum 
professionals (but as mentioned above he also performs academic duties), he has been 









suggested  as  a  new UNESCO World  Heritage  Site.  For  my new categorization,   in 
accordance with the keys that I gave to the new taxonomy, it can fit in the category 
devoted to enhancements  to  the ‘Collections’, making the collection of  the museum 
(Genus Bononiae 3D cartoon) another enhancement in a videogame. 
More   feedback   from  Guidazzoli   and   Liguori   concerned   the   fact   that   the  V­Must 














the  interactive and immersive experiences  for  museums and galleries  made by Sara 







































Another   of  Lucia  Cataldo’s   contributions   is   that,   due   to   the   rapid  development   of 
technology, my taxonomy would need to be reviewed every two years, in order to be up 
to   date   with   new   experimentation   in   virtual   museums,   and   new   innovations   in 






















looking at  exhibits.   In  earlier  versions  of   this  category  there  was no possibility   for 
commenting upon the exhibits. In later virtual museums in this category, including web 






































real’   intersections  are dominated by  the 3D reconstruction of  spaces (such as  those 
shown in Internet Culturale), or websites displaying digital reproductions of artworks. 
Visitor contributions 













































impressive  as   the  Gigapixel   images   (of  which   I   repeat,   there   is   just  one   for  every 




























































system by  visitors,   and   the   fact   that  Google   is  making  more  and  more  collections 
available   in   the   project,   the   interface   has   changed,   giving  more   importance   to   the 
creation   of   personal   galleries,   which   according   to   the  website   statistics   are  more 
browsed then the museum­centred or collection­centred views. This would bring these 
latter   phases  of   the  project   closer   to  Category  E  of  my   taxonomy.  However,   as   I 
explained earlier, with these examples I am referring to the first phase of the project. A 






























































displayed   object   itself,   or   maybe   its   reproduction,   to   the   information   and 
communication   around   it,   in   other   words,   to   museum   paratexts.   The   concept   of 
paratexts   is   based  on  Gérard  Genette’s   narratological   and   textual   typological   peer­
review published in 1987 in the book Seuils (translated as ‘Paratexts. Thresholds of 
Interpretation’,  1997),  but   their   roots  go  further  back  in   the history of   semiotics   to 






they contain so many codes  that  a  sender must  necessarily   lead  the reader’s 
perception of the image in the intended direction with the help of the anchoring 
text.


















The content  of   the examples  in   this  category  is  devoted  to   learning,  but   in an old­
fashioned sense without the hypothesis of inserting feedback on contents or constructive 
learning models. The digital contents (audio, image, movies, 3D reconstructions) are 








































3D  reconstruction  website   also  has  an  audio   soundtrack   that  does  not  provide  any 






the  website.  The  busy  or   casual  virtual   visitor  may  be  captured  by   the   immersive 
experience, the methodical viewer will enjoy a complete visit to the virtual museum in 












































journey   in   the   virtual   visit   as   proposed   by   the   institution,   but   I  must  make   the 
observation that at  Internet Culturale  there are very few resources listed in the virtual 
exhibition   providing   further   references   for   going   deeper   into   the   proposed   virtual 
pattern.
3.6 Virtual museums. Category C














This   virtual   museum   model   includes   all   exhibitions   using   on­site   gesture   based 




space  of   the brick  and mortar  museum,  using  gesture based  interfaces.   In   this  case 












the  Museo   del   IX  Centenario,   built   in   1998,   or   the   initial   examples   of  museum 
installations set up by Studio Azzurro in Italy, such as the Sarzana Museum, or the ‘Fare 
gli Italiani’ exhibition at Turin at the Officine Grandi Riparazioni, commemorating the 




Lascaux.   Some   important   examples   of   this   model   are   Studio   Azzurro’s   ‘Museo 
laboratorio della mente’ at Santa Maria della Pietà in Rome, 2000; the ‘Museu Olimpic 
de l‘Esport’   in Barcelona;  the ‘Museum of Libya’,  Tripoli  between 2008 and 2009; 
‘Museo dell’Acqua’,  Siena,  2010;  the ‘Fare gli  Italiani’  exhibition,  Turin,  2012;   the 
Museum   of   IX  Centenary   of  University   of   Bologna,   1998;   the   Palladio  museum, 







horizontal   axis  passive  presentation,   guided   experience,   interactive  browsing,   direct 
creation (in Mintz and Thomas, 1998: 124).
Museums   opting   for   this   kind   of   solution   aim   to   enhance   visitors’   experience   of 
museum   galleries,   offering   an   interactive,   immersive   experience.   In   this   model, 
























































intended   to   create   a   new   type   of  museum,  proposing   narratives   to   be   told  by   the 























a   change   in   the   rectorship   of   the  University,   was   deemed   unnecessary,   with   the 




interactions   took  place   through   an   active   action   by   the  visitor   (touching   a   screen, 





rotating   screen   wheels   showing   Quicktime   VR   images   of   University   of   Bologna 

































The  experiences  of  Studio  Azzurro  in   recent  years   seem  to  me   to  be  close   to   this 












the concept  of Learning closer,  so as   to   reaffirm function and subject   (people)   that 










we   communicate   today,   producing   new   forms   of   behaviour   from   within   our 
imagination.   It   lies   in   the  origin  of   the  unavoidable  medium hype  that  we’ve  been 
suffering   for  years,  but   if   this   is  upturned,  we  find   the  potential   to   reconnect   to  a 
common feeling, a channel for dialogue between different and distant elements as has 
not been the case for centuries. A language that recalls oral culture as an analogy upon 
which   discursive   thought   and   its   characteristics   have   been   built:   indeterminacy, 
repeatability, immediacy, simultaneity, fragmentation and connectivity. People need to 












Florence  Pizzorni   (an   anthropologist  working   at   the  Musée   des  Arts   et  Traditions 
Populaires in Paris) of homo museograficus, an amusing being with two legs supporting 
a brain from which emerges an eye and we could add a nose and ears if we wanted to 





a  single  highly  precise  discipline,   such as  psychiatry,  astrophysics,   to   recall  certain 
recent experiences (Cirifino, 2012). Paolo Rosa’s way of working produces a project 
within a space, requiring dialogue between the parties concerned (museum, designers, 
community,   space),  and   in  which   technology  becomes  one  of  many   tools   to  better 
structure dialogue between visitors and the community involved. 




stored   in   the   virtual   world,   thanks   to   technology;   in   opposition   to   the   didactic, 
methodological,   positivist   characteristics   of   ‘traditional’  museums   that  weigh  down 
visits today. This ‘liberated’ space is described in the early work of Studio Azzurro as 












there are also cases  of  Studio Azzurro  museums  that  are not  open anymore,  due  to 





surface.  Casual  visitors   as  well   as   students   and  greedy  visitors   can  have   the   same 
stunning experience. 
I  would   like   to  mention   here  what   I’ve  written   above   about   the  museum  ‘pinball 
machine’ described by McLuhan, recalling the idea of the museum without labels. By 













I’ve been sceptical  of  their  impact  on museums. They’re only accessible to  the  
minority of visitors who attend with smartphones, and they’re only used by the  




From  my   perspective,   the   biggest   issue  with   how  QR   codes   are   deployed   in  
museums is that there’s very little information provided about WHY a visitor would  
want to scan a given code. There’s often an object label, a code, and an unwritten  








































examples   of   this   taxonomy   are   Archives   and   Libraries   with   the   model   of   the 
Encyclopaedia, browsable in distributive time. An example of a virtual museum would 
be Europeana, the purpose of which is to gather all European archives, including those 
of  museums,   into  a   single  navigable   repository,  using   some of   the  content   sharing 
functions already in place at all existing major social networks, with some still to be 
64  ICOM Italy (and I remember here that this work is done in benefit to ICOM and AVICOM members) 











freely   roams,   making   his/her   own   connections   between   works.   Museums,  
historically,   are   curator­driven.   They   have   only   provided   limited   access   to  








definition,   because  most   standards   for   traditional   museums   do   not   apply.   I   have 
explained in the notes on my definition why it is important that virtual museums must 
fit the standards, as I will further explain in my description of the Memoro project. The 
main  examples  of   this  contradiction  with  my definition  of  virtual  museums can  be 








Another   theorist   that  endorses  the claim that   there  is  a category of virtual  museum 
covering  digital   repositories   is  Galluzzi,  who  in   the  Treccani  encyclopaedia’s  entry 
‘virtual  museum’   states   that   there   are   reasons   to   abandon   the   strong   institutional 
compartmentalisations of the real world (libraries, museums, archives, archaeological 
sites  etc.)  on line,  making those repositories  more similar   to   the idea of  the virtual 
museum (Galluzzi, 2010). 
This  definition  may  enhance  my categorization,  between  Categories  A and B.   If   a 
virtual museum is on the web, and does not fit in Category B (with a strong virtual 
visiting pattern),  then it  can be placed in Category A, as long as  it  is  not a project 
coming from a real museum.
Digital repositories, whether from libraries, museums or archives, offer users the  
possibility   of   navigating   through   representations   of   objects   and   cataloguing  
records on their own, making their own links between works.  (Dietz et al., 2003: 
23)







As   can   be   seen   from   the   previously  mentioned   examples   technology   is   extremely 








their   galleries   than   those   kept   in   storage.  This  model   also   provides   a   response   to 
archives   and   libraries,  with   collections   of   objects   or   information   that   need   to   be 
























Europeana  can be also considered a virtual museum due to the fact  that it  won the 
European Museum Academy Award for Virtual Museums in 201370. It is not a museum 
itself, which may be seen to contradict my definition of virtual museum, but because of 
fact   that   it  won  this  award,   it  can be used as  a category example,  so  that  museum 
professionals can better understand the potential of technology in enhancing all museum 
collections. 




project  was  Michael,   the  EU project  with   the  mission   of   recording   all   the   digital 
resources of museums/archives in Europe (CD­ROMs, websites, 3D models, …). 
Europeana  is controversial due to the issue of licensing. Up to now,  Europeana  had 
always   required   content   licensing   as   Creative   Commons   2.5   ‘non­commercial’ 





because  Europeana  wishes   the   Creative   Commons   license   0 
(http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/)  which does not  prevent  reuse of 
the   project   contents   for   commercial   purposes,   to   be   signed   irrevocably   by   the 
institutions involved in the project. 
This proposal has raised a furore among the subscribers to the mailing list of the project  
and  Europeana  partners.  Museums,  archives  and libraries  collect,  preserve,  manage, 
document,   catalogue,   exhibit,   communicate,   and promote   the  cultural   and   scientific 
heritage for which they are responsible along with associated information for public 
utility purposes (study, research, information, entertainment, etc.). Digital technologies 
offer   powerful  means   to   pursue   institutional   goals,   and   public   cultural   institutions 
usually give users free access to their digital content. However there is widespread fear 
among museum professionals that unknown external organizations may be allowed to 







with public  money,   they should be allowed any  type of reuse,  even  for  commercial  
purposes”. Another problem is the renegotiation of licenses for the data entered from 
2009   up   to   the   present   moment,   after   the   previous   license,   which   excluded   the 
commercial reuse of data in favour of the new. A further question is to understand the 
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battles   of   this   period   in   Italian   history.   This   example  was   chosen   for   its   unique 
character,   and  also   as   a   liminal   and  paradoxical   example  of   an   intangible   heritage 
collection made by an institution. It cannot fit in with my definition of virtual museum, 
but it is interesting for museum professionals in order to understand the category. 
















to  young  people   in   their   own   language.   It  was  produced  with   the   (non­economic) 
support of some important institutions: the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, the 




























anniversary   of   the  Unification   of   Italy,   and   the   game   is   no   longer   available   for 
download,  now appearing on  the  website  as  an  ‘alpha’  version  (which   in  computer 
jargon means a draft product almost certainly full of bugs), information that was not 
available on 17 March. A letter sent to the Corriere de la Sera by the Italian Chapter of 






















Eric  Champion,   coming   from   deep   videogame   and   heritage   studies,   observes   that 
“games that are highly interactive cut a dangerous beast when used in virtual heritage:  
































objects   and   information   on   display   in   the   museum.   Creativity   is   an   important 
component in this category, as is the fact that the community is linked by a strong idea 
of identity or by a strong professional personal interest in the heritage on display. An 












Some   examples   of   this   can   be   retrieved   in   the   social   space   of   the  Brooklyn   and 
Guggenheim Museums, the MAXXI social network strategy including hangouts for an 












he  predicted   the   continuous  dialogue  between   audience   and  museum,   the   fact   that 
visitors can create their own museum, that they can safely handle artefacts and exchange 
them   (between  museum and   public,   and   between   the   public   itself).   (in  Mintz   and 
Thomas, 1995, 113). This category contains the fulfilment of these predictions.
Another   very   complete   example   of   this   category   is   the   ‘memory   capsule’   project, 
carried out by Affleck and Kvan for Hong Kong Fringe Club’s City Festival in 2006, 
starting from the theories of Howard Rheingold and Geser. Social software was used for 















The  example  of   the   ‘I  went   to  MOMA and…’ campaign   is  of  great   interest  here. 
Visitors were asked to write their impressions of their visit to the MOMA on a Post­it. 
The   technology   employed  was   very   low­impact:   paper,   a   camera,   and   a   blog­like 
website, with the ‘sharing on social network’ possibility. This initiative was started at 
the Brooklyn Museum, with the white wall where all visitors had the possibility to write 







User   experience   converges   around   the   cultural   message   that   is   the   focus   of   the 

















with  visitors   has  been   created   starting   from direct   digital   connections  between   the 
curators  of  exhibitions  and visitors,   thanks  to   the  virtual  spaces   inside   the  physical 
museum open to all who wish to have their say: blank walls made available for the use 
of graffiti artists, then photographed at regular intervals of time by museum staff and 
published   on   the  Museum’s   Flickr   channel   for   sharing,   and   video   cameras  made 
available  for  sharing  visitors’   impressions  of   the  exhibitions  on  the Museum’s own 
YouTube   channel.  These   experiments   have   proved   successful,   although   it  must   be 











terms   posed   by   contemporary   art   as   well   as   the   specific   topics   arising   from   the 
collections on display at the Museum. This allows all users not only to have paratextual 
information at their disposal on the different collections but also to hold conversations 
with  curators   and   artists   and   to   add  content   to   the   intangible  heritage  of   the  VM, 
intended here as a real interactive web 2.0 website of a community sharing the same 
interest, but also open to the general public. 






Implicate,   in   the sense  that  artists,   the  originators  of  each processive art   line,  
continued to add and amplify their creations, to enfold and entwine them in denser  





































cannot   exist  without   a   permanent   institution  with   a   duty   to   conserve   and   archive 
knowledge. It   is   important  to provide this example as part  of a historical overview, 
because it  gives museum professionals  a  taste  of how temporary exhibitions can be 
carried out with the ‘state of the art’ interaction technology as was the case of Adobe 
with John Maeda as one of the most important contributors to multimedia studies. 

















I  will   end   this   review  of   cases  of   communication  with   the  Sukiennice  Museum  in 































The   last   category   in   this   taxonomy   is   the  most   interactive  of   all.   In   this   case   the 
structure   of   the  museum   itself   creates   an   experiment   intended   to   create   complex 
museum identities involving visitors, curators, communities, schools and professionals. 




based extensible  shared annotation environments  are representative of   this  change” 
(Dave   in  Kalay,  Kvan   and  Affleck,   2008:   45).  Also,   Jose  R.  Kos,   describing   the 




















(by   the   academic  community  or   the  professional   heritage   community)   as  museums 










The  content  may  be   the  whole  collection  of   the  museum or  a   selection.  As   in   the 


























linked   to   a  website   that   contains   all   information   on   the  history   of  Turin   over   the 
millennia; information that can be recalled during a visit to Turin in the flesh.
MuseoTorino is not a just a new museum, but a completely fresh idea. A cross­







related   to   the   city   can   be   found   by   clicking   on   the  marked   points.   Each   place 
corresponds to a brief identification tag attached to a card catalogue,  complete with 
notes and bibliographical and archive data, as well as links to the institutions referred to 
for   further   information.  MuseoTorino  can   be   searched   by   categories,   themes   and 
chronology. The museum’s collection is continually growing thanks to the contributions 
and knowledge of the city offered by the city authorities, scholars, citizens and visitors. 
It   is  associated with an exhibition  in   the form of Multivision,   in sync with screens 
presenting an interpretation of the city (also known as the ‘centre of interpretation’ of 
the museum, situated in Palazzo Madama). A visit to the permanent historical exhibition 
offers   a   journey   through   time   through   the   early   settlement   and   ancient,  medieval, 
modern, and contemporary city. The exhibition was conceived by a scientific committee 
















collection   that  can  only  be  preserved   in  situ  and   respecting   the   fact   that,  as   it  has 
changed over the past it will also change in the future. 
For this reason MuseoTorino has taken the form of a virtual location and interpretation 
centre,   taking on both   the   task of  preserving and communicating,  not   so  much  the 



















Rogiers   and   Truyen   talk   about   historical   representation.   They   say   that   historical 
representations  must be  in 3D, but  they also clarify that   these three dimensions are 
chronological,   spatial  and  social   (Rogiers  and Truyen  in  Kalay,  Kvan  and Affleck, 




As   a   case  of   a   completely   experimental  model   of   communication  heritage,  Museo 
Torino provides  the  intended museum,  that   is   to  say  the city  of Turin  itself  with a 
different museological paradigm making the ‘objects’ stored in museum touchable and 
usable by the citizens, in a completely different way to what is generally intended with 
museum   objects,   to   remain   untouchable.   The   objects   stored   in   museums   are   in 
continuous   and   this   evolution   and  mutation   are   on   display.   In   this   museological 
paradigm, the technological strategies used by the virtual museum website, the app, the 








































focus   on   the   quotation   below.   This   quotation,   taken   from   the   beginning   of   Jean 
Baudrillard’s ‘Simulacra and Simulation’, where Baudrillard refers to Qoelet, explains 
very well my idea of a virtual space for representation and display of masterpieces.




example   of   a   simulacrum   in  Baudrillard’s   sense.   There   is   no   reality   (i.e.   text   in 
Ecclesiastes)  only  the  simulacrum is   ‘real’.  And  this  concept   takes  us   to   the  issues 
related   to   the   essence   of   digital   artworks:   problems   of   authorship,   of   copies   and 




made   in   3D   for   3D   interactive   contents,   strongly   interactive,   and   reasonably   ‘the’ 








unit­of­trade   is   the  Linden Dollar,  exchangeable   for  US Dollars  at  a   rate  of  250:1. 










generation   of   web­based   services   –   such   as   social   networking   sites,   wikis, 
communication   tools,   and   folksonomies   –   that   emphasize   online   collaboration   and 












‘White Noise’,  which was also an award winner  at  Ars  Electronica this  year,   is  an 
architectural construct assembled out of the detritus of Second Life and this is the first 





















than hanging a  jpg of  the Mona Lisa on a virtual wall.   I  can speak of  this  episode 
sympathetically because as I wrote for the A Category of Virtual Museum, the naivety 
of   IT   specialists  mean   that   they   are  often  unable   to   understand   the   complexity  of 
museums and the potentiality of interactivity in virtual spaces. 
In 1992 Bearman stated that if the cultural barrier to acceptance of copyright for digital 
media  were   overcome   through   collaboration   and   broad   cultural   re­education,   there 
would   still   remain   numerous   technological   barriers   to   the   full   implementation   of 
interactive and hypermedia in museums. Until recently the most serious of these barriers 
was   the   poor   visual   quality   of   most   interactive   and  multimedia   products.   For   a 
community   priding   itself   on   connoisseurship,   television   quality   images,   and   even 











my  beloved  Shakespeare   sonnets,   leaving   the   floor   to   ‘White  Noise’.  Mosmax  
ended up constructing staircases which join and merge the two installations, which  
236

















While   web   2.0   domains   have   provided   unprecedented   user   interaction   and  
participation   online,   the   metaverse   has   taken   further   steps   in   creating   an  
awareness that takes participating agents to an entirely new level, providing not  
only social interaction and participation but also presence. This notion of bodily  
presence provided  through  the   three  dimensionally  embodied  avatar,  who  is  a  








in  Second Life  platform using   the  changes   in  appearance  and  abilities  of   students’ 
avatars,  were   strongly   influenced  by  Yee  and  Bailenson’s   studies   on   the   so  called 
‘Proteus  effect’  (Bailenson and Yee,  2007a and 2007b  and 2009).  At first  Yee and 
Bailenson   performed   an   experiment   asking   participating   individuals   to   represent 
themselves by a tall or short avatar (Bailenson and Yee, 2007a). The two researchers 
found   out   that   the   representation   of   the   self­changed   behaviour,   the   degree   of 
aggressiveness   or   kindness   of   the   individuals   in   negotiations   or   in   other   sample 
activities they were asked to perform in Second Life platform during the experiment. 
Their second work in 2007 is seminal in this field; the aim was to establish whether 





modality   of   movement   is   entirely   different   (i.e.,   via   keyboard   and  mouse   as  
opposed to eyes and legs). Our results showed that established findings of IPD and  
eye gaze transfer into virtual environments: (1) male­male dyads have larger IPDs  
than  female­female dyads,   (2)  male­male dyads maintain  less  eye contact   than  
female­female   dyads,   and   (3)   decreases   in   IPD   are   compensated   with   gaze  
avoidance as predicted by the Equilibrium Theory. (Bailenson and Yee, 2007b: 1)
declaring after a massive test in Second Life, that the
findings   support   our   hypothesis   that   our   social   interactions   in   online   virtual  
















and  Christie,  1976)   lack  of   social  presence  or   the   lack  of   social  cues   (Culnan  and 
Markus,   1987;  Kiesler,   Siegel   and  McGuire,   1984)   creates   an   impoverished   social 














note   that   some of   the  aforementioned  researchers   recognize  some kind  of  similarity 
between real­life behaviour and MMORPG as Second Life platform behaviour, in the 
239










not  come from museum institutions,  and cannot  be  considered  as  virtual  museums, 
given my definition that stresses the importance that virtual museums apply museum 
standards. 





















public.  Internet  Archive  provides  not  only  an  archive  of  websites  but  also  of  open 
source movies, feature films, cartoons, historic newsreels, and news video and music.
Five   years   after   its   creation,   in   October   2001,   the  Internet   Archive  launched   the 
Wayback Machine, which provides the public with a free online service to search for 













































day.  Another  wonderful   response   came   from   schools,   thanks   to   the   teachers  who 
became interested in the project. In recent years several different courses have taken 
place   at   different   institutions  where   children  were   shown   the   basic   techniques   for 
carrying out interviews. The results and responses were encouraging; great interest was 
shown   and  many   interviews  with   grandparents  were   then   uploaded.  Memoro  was 
founded by Enel that ‘used’ the project to build a knowledge management database for 
its company, also founding other parts of the project, as did Eataly and other companies. 
The main  problem with   this  project,   that  would seem  to  be   the  virtual  museum of 
‘living’  memories   of   people,   is   the   fact   that   this   heritage   is   not   preserved   by   an 
institution. That means that loss of funding can make this website close, thus making its 
collection   inaccessible.   I   believe   that   this   example   of   a   borderline   case   in   my 
classification gives  an  idea of  the reasons and  theories  behind my definition of  the 
virtual museum that will engender further research. 
In this brief section I have analysed two paradoxical examples, more similar to archives 












































Bononiae   3D   theatre   is   a   very   ‘old­fashioned’   conception   of   a   virtual   museum, 
consisting in a 3D cinema, for passive consumption, that I have defined as a Category C 
virtual museum. This is also an example of the ‘borderline’ field of my taxonomy, as 


























methodology   developed   for   this   realization,   focused   on   open   source   and   an   inter­disciplinary 
framework, has been of great help in this endeavour and will be the main point of this presentation.  
(Guidazzoli, 2011: 1). As for the 3D movie shown at the Virtual Theatre, CINECA in the person of 
Antonella   Guidazzoli,   Team   Leader,   and:   «the   experience   of   modelling   a   philological   three­
dimensional scenario (the Sala Bologna) as a set for a 3D stereo cartoon movie in the Cineca MDC 
(‘Museo della Città’, i.e. museum dedicated to the history of the city) cultural heritage project». In 







proposed as  a significant  example of  the issues dealt  with in this new production pipeline which 
actually  faces  a  twofold challenge:   include philological  constraints   inside  a   traditional  3D movie 









the   former  Rector  Fabio  Roversi  Monaco  and   the   former  President  of   the  Carisbo 
Foundation,   now President  of  Genus  Bononiae  Museum,   both  asked   for   something 
stunning, wonderful and amazing in ‘their’ museums.
This   gallery   in  Genus   Bononiae  and   the  MuseoTorino  represent   more   advanced 
examples of virtual museums introducing refined patterns of interactivity with heritage 
and users. Even though they are contemporary in their realization, they are located at the 
extremes   of   a   line   of   interactivity   (Genus   Bononiae  virtual   theatre  –   passive; 





both examples are part  of a wider museum: the  Genus Bononiae  virtual theatre is a 
gallery in the building of the Museum of the City of Bologna dedicated to the history of 











Society81.   However,   given   my   definition   of   museums,   and   the   important   role   of 
amusement, over educational roles and my personal interest in subjective methods of 








So,   in   this   comparison   between   the  Genus   Bononiae  virtual   theatre   and   the 
MuseoTorino website what interested me was the experience of the visitors inside those 














Genus   Bononiae   Museum,   their   number   and   the   length   of   their   stay   inside   the 



























Space   and   time   can  be   compared  because  new   scientific   (philosophy   and  physics) 

















Thursday 21 feb 21 95 13 minutes
Friday 22 feb 23 59 13 minutes
Saturday 23 feb 62 154 14 minutes
Sunday 24 feb 73 113 13 minutes
Monday 25 feb
Tuesday 26 feb 70 87 13 minutes
Wednesday 27 feb 85 138 13 minutes
Thursday 28 feb 66 128 13 minutes
Friday 01 mar 38 49 13 minutes
Saturday 02 mar 122 229 13 minutes
Sunday 03 mar 110 174 13 minutes
Monday 04 mar
Tuesday 05 mar 32 55 13 minutes








information   than  visiting  MuseoTorino  itself,   also   taking  Schaller’s   comments   into 

























The indicators  ‘cyberspace’  and  ‘cybertime’  spent in a website of a virtual museum 
from statistical tools are deceptive, but they are the most common data used to evaluate 














to  enter.  Also  because  a  website  can  be  accessed  from anywhere,   it   is  much more 
difficult for someone to decide to go to Genus Bononiae in order to enter the museum 
and   then  decide  not   to  do   so.  This   lies   in  people’s   intentions  and  is   therefore  not 




















visitors   that   viewed   more   than   20   pages   in  MuseoTorino,   424,   we   have   for 
MuseoTorino  an average of 28 ‘actual’ visitors per day. Comparing this number with 






the website, starting the comparison of  MuseoTorino  and  Genus Bononiae  only with 
those persons that spent more than 601 seconds at MuseoTorino. In this way the average 
figures are 66 for Genus Bononiae and 48 for MuseoTorino. Those two numbers, given 
the   total   amount   of   visitors   to   both  museums,   are   both   similar   and   substantially 













of   visitors   in   museums.   In   my   comparison,   I   would   like   to   provide   museum 
professionals with basic tools for the analysis of virtual museum websites, similar to 
Google Analytics. I appreciated very much the aforementioned studies on the evaluation 




my   point   of   view   as   a  museum   professional   is   in   some   cases   critical:   there   is   a 
generalized   lack  of   funding and  museum professionals’   awareness  of   technology  is 
often lacking. Or there may be many situations where the awareness is there, but lack of 
funding  means   that   a   serious   evaluation   study   of   visitor   experience   in   the   virtual 
museum must be postponed to an unspecified date. My comparison aims to provide a 

























quadrant of  ‘closed interaction’  in an  ‘open space’  was empty.  Trying to figure out 
where   the   suggestions   of   Paolo   Paolini   and   Luigi   Maria   di   Corato   of  ‘blended 
experiences’ and the use of Google Glasses could fit, I discovered that they fit exactly in 
the quadrant of closed interaction in an open space. Further research into my theory can 



































the   communicative   needs   of   certain   examples   of   augmented   reality   or   blended 
technology  applications   in   the  virtual  museum  field  can  be  made   to  get   round   the 
different communicative needs of museums (such as, for example, Biennale Augmented 




of study.  Research into this topic  could also have been  carried out  in  different ways, 
without using the taxonomic tool.
Had  certain   limits  of   technological  ‘instability’  not  been  reached   (D’Ambrosio  and 
Parrella, 1998: 140) for most of the examples of virtual museums that I surveyed in my 
catalogue­table,   another   way  to   conduct  this   research  could  have   been  merely 
encyclopedic: I would have had to forewarn at the beginning of the research to preserve 
the   examples   of  museums  on  CD­ROM,  with  screenshots   using   operating   systems 
capable of being supported 10 years  into the future. This work would then have been 
conceived as an encyclopedia,  leaving to others  the daunting task of extrapolating  the 
different categories aiming to define the multiplicity of the phenomenon of the virtual 
museum from the hundreds of reported examples.  Historical examples of this attempt 
include the Museumland website87 when the  term  ‘virtual’  is searched, returns report 
almost exclusively that the sites are unreachable or no longer active, as is the case of the 
84 http://manifestarblog.wordpress.com/cleater­venice­2011/. Retrieved on 01­06­2014
85 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqW9t27­OzQ  and  http://www.rom.on.ca/dinos/channel/ar.php. 
Retrieved on 01­06­2014





However it was precisely  the instability  of many  cases of the virtual museums  that I 
came across  over   the  years  that  validated  my definition  and  helped me  to  find  the 
categories capable of embracing the complexity of the phenomenon without going into 










be  presented   to   the  world   community  that   could  then  ‘vote’  on   the  most   fitting 
definition,  thus   creating  another  peer­review  integrating   data   from  cases   as   yet 
uncovered by the different  definitions, creating collectively and collaboratively a new 
definition, which would also be reviewed every two years, following the trends for the 
increasing adoption  of new  technologies,  making the  virtual  museum  into a  ‘living’ 

















involves  complex  theory  and because  my  taxonomy as  do all   taxonomies,   involves 
science, there may be some paradoxes that cannot fit exactly in any of my categories, 












museums,   to   prove   that   even   a   3D   passive  movie   inside   a   virtual   theatre   and   a 
collaborative web city museum can exist in the same container­taxonomy­meta­model. 








research   into   how   museum   professionals   can   deal   with   the   application   of   new 
communication technology in order to enhance the consumption of heritage, the main 
goal of my thesis.
I   will   also   introduce   my   experience   at   AVICOM   that   has   been   crucial   for   my 
understanding   of   complex   scenarios   such   as   the   changes   in   the   way   museums 
communicate,  my   time  on  the  Executive  Board  and  my election  as  vice  president, 





















• to   advise   museums   and   make   museum   professionals   aware   of   and   better 
informed   about   the   usefulness   and   potential   of   audio­visual   and   new 
technologies,   in   terms   of   education,   information,   promotion   and   business 
activities;
• to   recommend   that   audio­visual   technologies   be   included   in   equipment, 
operating and cultural event budgets;
• to study the legal and financial framework with respect to images, sound, audio­
















mission,   it   lies  exactly  within  my field of   interest.  Thanks  to  Daniele  Jalla,   former 
president of ICOM Italy, I was a member of the jury for the FIAMP festival held in 
Turin in 2009.
FIAMP   is   an   international   professional   event   designed   to   promote   the  
achievements of museums making use of new image and sound technologies. It is a  
competition refereed by an international jury of experts that is held in a different  













were  about  how  information   technology and  the  use  of  social  networks  change  the 
everyday work of museum professionals.
In addition to my AVICOM activity, in 2007 I promoted the creation in ICOM Italy of a 










are  also  needed beside   the  use or  non­use of   technology  for   the  communication  of 
heritage.














into   the   question   “What  will  museums   be   like   in   the   future?”93;  the   results  were 
unambiguous and can be summarized by not only by Lowry’s quote but also from these 
other small excerpts that will guide us throughout this text.
I   think   (hope)   that  museums   in   the   future  will  present   opportunities   for  more  
technologically  mediated   forms  of  participation/interaction  while   continuing   to  
maintain occasions for the traditional means of engagement as well. Visitors could  





through   new   technologies   and   the   ever­growing   cultural   expectations   for  
personalization, sharing, etc. (Sarah M.94)
There are  three cues for  the action of museum directors:  using new technologies  to 
reinforce  the action of  the museum as  an agent   for change and renewal of society, 
powered by the interaction between visitors and the museum. Can this be done through 
new technologies?
For  comparison,   the  best   contemporary  marketing  campaigns  using   technology  and 
social networks to date (30 September 2011) are those of Old Spice95, and Home Plus in 





95   http://www.youtube.com/user/  OldSpice  http://mashable.com/2011/07/26/old­spice­guys­youtube/ 







The   online   community   of  museums   and   art­lovers   know   this   story   as   a   textbook 
example of a viral advertising ‘guerrilla marketing’ campaign, started from the bottom 
up, by people who were not part of any commercial agency or institution, for the love of 
culture   and   museums.   I’m   talking   about   the   campaign   ‘Historically   Hardcore’97 

































from agencies   in  Washington,  DC.   It  was  after   the   first   call   I  decided   it  was  
probably time to get in touch with someone at the Smithsonian, to clear things up.  
They were not very happy with all the attention on the posters and wanted them  
























This  case study asks specific  questions to all  museum professionals.  These students 
were not   trying  to  curate  an  exhibition,  or   to  do what  museum professionals  do  to 








































The   principal   change   is   the   relationship   between   institution,   visitor   and   object. 




















This  document  outlines   the  professional   framework101  required   for  a  good museum, 
assuming that the working group has identified a list of 20 skills: this number represents 
the   minimum   organization   required   by   a   large   museum.   Smaller   and   medium 
101   Museum Professions – A European Frame of  Reference,  edited by Angelika Ruge,  President  of 
ICTOP,  http://www.icom­italia.org/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_download&gid=225 
for   integration   with   international   codes  http://icom.museum/what­we­do/professional­
standards/professions.html. Retrieved on 01­06­2014
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institutions   will   work   within   a   professional   framework   in   accordance   with   their 
functions  and   financial  means.  External   and   internal   conditions  and  the  mission  of 
museums represent the framework within which these decisions are made.
In this document102, which I invite you to read in its entirety, along with the ICOM Code 











































• Reporting   to   the   curator   or   exhibition   curator,   he/she   creates   virtual  
exhibitions.
Education
































the   Smithsonian   and  Monticello104,   it   is   crucial   to   implement   a   strategy   bringing 










awareness of  the media 2.0  involves  three aspects.  First,  all  staff  should be able  to 
identify the strengths and weaknesses of all platforms. Secondly, they must understand 
how social media can help organizations; social media strategy should be coordinated, 
























is   a   fairly   young  discipline,   in   the   field   of  marketing,   (this   is   also   true   in  higher 





links   or   images   relating   to   current   exhibitions.  As   can   be   guessed,  websites   and 
newsletters,  which   are  one­way  means  of   communication,   are   not   the  best  way   to 




communication   in   social  media  and   then   trained   specialized   staff.   In   this   case,   the 
277
external coordinator is not personally involved in the goals of the Museum, but this 
weakness   can   provide   a   different   perspective   on   organizational   strengths   and 
weaknesses.




















trust   and   dialogue   must   be   supported   within   your   organization.   Training, 




leads   the   organization   to   move   more   knowledgeably   and   willingly   in   a 
horizontal cooperative model, while still obtaining results.
3. Social  Media  managers   in  museums   should  be   recognized   and  valued.   It   is 
















and   the  AVICOM FIAMP award   for  the  best  applied   software  products  applied   to 














research   has   focused   on   the   arts,   on   what   are   commonly   known   as   the   digital 
humanities, and of course Museum Studies.










museums,   to   prove   that   even   a   3D   passive  movie   inside   a   virtual   theatre   and   a 
collaborative web city museum can exist in the same container­taxonomy­meta­model.
Therefore   my   taxonomy   aims   to   be   an   instrument   for   museum   professionals   to 
understand what a virtual museum is, but also an operational  tool  that allows them, 
having focused on  the communicative needs of   the museum,  to  design hypothetical 
technological interventions  providing practical solutions capable of meeting the needs 
of the museum itself.
















virtual  museums but above all  with an awareness of  the need for dialogue between 













adopted,  but   especially   from  the  contribution  made  by   the  peer­review   to   the   first 
version of my taxonomy. Museums with a presence only on technological platforms, as 
is the case of the Museum Torino mentioned in this work, can be seen as a new category 
of   museums   that   Lucia   Cataldo   has   suggested   be   known   as  ‘complex   museum 
identities’, that I have described in this work. I strongly hope that museology takes into 
account   the emergence of   these new museums,   that,   together  with my definition of 
virtual museums set out in this work, should be similar in all respects to traditional 
museums.   In  my  future  work   I   intend   to  examine   in   closer   detail,   these  ‘complex 










museum staff   involved   in   the  communication  of  heritage,  with  a  discussion  of   the 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































wide   virtual   museum   that  might   bring   together   digital   objects   from  museum  












its   virtual   visitors,   according   to   their   age,   background   and   knowledge.   The  
information   is   presented   in   a   context­oriented   way   instead   of   being   object­





































































Galleria  degli  Uffizi   in  Florence.  Examples  of   this   type of  VM include  the  Virtual 































































Cimabue to Goya,  users will  come across  the symbolic image of  The Birth of  Venus by  


































Here   the   interest   has   moved   from   the   displayed   object   itself,   or   maybe   its  
reproduction, to the information and communication around it, in other words, to  
museum   paratexts.   The   concept   of   paratexts   is   based   on   Gérard   Genette’s  
narratological and textual typological survey published in 1987 in the book Seuils  
(translated as Paratexts.  Thresholds of Interpretation, 1997), but their roots go  

















• Allographic  paratexts  have  been  made  by   someone  other   than  the  producer  of   the  
hypotext. For instance a review in a magazine of a film. (Christensen, 2010, p, 17)
I  would   like   to  mention   here  what   I’ve  written   above   about   the  museum  ‘pinball 
machine’ described by McLuhan, recalling the idea of the museum without labels. By 






I've  been sceptical  of   their   impact  on museums.  They're  only  accessible   to   the  
minority of visitors who attend with smartphones,  and they're only used by the  




From  my   perspective,   the   biggest   issue  with   how  QR   codes   are   deployed   in  
museums is that there's very little information provided about WHY a visitor would  
want to scan a given code. There's often an object label, a code, and an unwritten  














































technology  in order  to view additional   information on the objects on display in  the 
gallery or to reveal extra contents. Examples of real museums include the first Science 
Centres   in   San   Francisco,   built   in   1969   or   La   Villette   in   Paris.   For   a   more 
comprehensive   treatment  of   the  Science  Centres,   refer   to  Amodio   (Amodio,  2005). 
Other examples are info­kiosks in museums. VMs following this model include the first 
























Bologna:   the   storage,   transmission   and   pursuit   of   knowledge   and   its   parallel 
variations – past, present and future; time, space, and ritual.
The configuration of the environment, the general criteria for use and interaction of 





The role  [of  Museums]  is   to be resources  of   identity;   to quote   the great  anthropologist  
Ernesto de Martino ‘... at the basis of the cultural life of our time is the need to remember a  





the   cultural   diversity   and   specificity   of   individual   countries,   and   even   small   cultural  





way  possible;   starting  however   from a   reflection  on   the   role   of   exhibitions  and 
museums within a specific territorial, social and cultural context. 
...   the   explosion   of   a   ‘multimedia’   culture,   reconfiguring  models   and  methods   for   the  
transmission   of   knowledge,   leading   to   changes   in   mindsets   and   behaviour   and   a  
reconsideration of past values and future projects. Perhaps it is precisely within this multi­
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media,   technological,   interactive   culture,   that   we   can   find   a   key,   perhaps   the   most  
homoeopathic, for breathing life back into those places we usually perceive as institutions  

















as   an   analogy   upon  which   discursive   thought   and   its   characteristics   have   been   built:  
indetermination,   repeatability,   immediacy,   simultaneity,   fragmentation   and   connectivity.  
People need to relate to  this  language to re­encounter  familiarity,   to understand and to  
express themselves, to give shape to the invisible or to rediscover its value.
At this point we can no longer speak of virtual museums, but only real museums sharing a  

















experiences  of   a   community  or   even   a   single  highly  precise  discipline,   such   as 
psychiatry, astrophysics, to recall certain recent experiences (Cirfino, 2012). Paolo 
Rosa's way of working produces a project within a space, requiring dialogue between 
the   parties   concerned   (museum,   designers,   community,   space),   and   in   which 
technology becomes one of many tools to better structure dialogue between visitors 
and the community involved.
Space becomes an interpretative space on several   levels,   taking advantage of   the 
technological potential that allows the paratext to be activated at different levels. The 
narrative   museum   of   Studio   Azzurro,   in   an   example   given   by   Paolo   Rosa, 
presupposes   the   fact   that   spaces   exist   to   stretch   narratives   at   the   expense   of 
information   that  may   be   stored   in   the   virtual   world,   thanks   to   technology;   in 
opposition to the didactic, methodological, positivist characteristics of ‘traditional’ 
museums that weigh down visits  today. This ‘liberated’ space is described in the 
early  work  of  Studio  Azzurro as   ‘the  breathing  museum’ (Cirfino,  2007,  p.  15), 














examples   of   this   taxonomy   are   Archives   and   Libraries   with   the   model   of   the 
Encyclopaedia,   browsable   in   distributive   time.   An   example   of   a   VM   would   be 
Europeana, the purpose of which is to gather all European archives, including those of 

































of   reusing  cultural   information   for   commercial  purposes   is   simply  not  welcome: 






















objects   and   information   on   display   in   the   museum.   Creativity   is   an   important 
component in this category, as is the fact that the community is linked by a strong idea 
of identity or by a strong professional personal interest in the heritage on display. An 

















published on  the  Museum's  Flickr  channel   for   sharing,  and video cameras  made 
available for sharing visitors’ impressions of the exhibitions on the Museum's own 
YouTube channel. These experiments have proved successful, although it must be 
















web 2.0 website of a community sharing the same interest,  but  also open to the general  
public.
And here  we  can   find   the   realization  of  Roy  Ascott's  dream  in   ‘The  Telematic 
Embrace’, talking about the possibilities of museum websites:
The website is a site of cultural compression, a sort of time hologram, in which any one part,  
approached at any one time from any one location, leads to all  other parts in all  other  
places:   both   interstitial   and   inter­sited.  Here   is   to   be   found   the   redefined   ‘gallery’   or  
museum whose  internal  structure and order are ‘implicate.’   Implicate,   in  the sense  that  



















The   video   game   ‘Gioventù   Ribelle’   (Rebel  Youth)  was   released   on  March   17,   on   the 
occasion of the 150th anniversary of the Unification of Italy. The press release of March 11 
hailed it as 
a  new video  game   linked   to   the  wider  project   known as  Gioventù  Ribelle,  part  of   the  
celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Unification of  Italy.  Produced by the Italian  
Videogame   Producers   Association   Assoknowledge   –   Confindustria   SIT,   with   the  
participation of students of the European Design Institute in Rome, the game was presented  
for   the   first   time   during   the   exhibition   held   at   the  Vittoriano  Complex   in  Rome   from  
November 3, 2010, and tested by the President of the Republic, Giorgio Napolitano, who  
appreciated the revolutionary and innovative idea. The game itself is a three­dimensional  













game   pattern   that   could   be   resolved   fairly   quickly),   as   well   as   its   non­user­friendly  
complexity. By now enough is known about one of the main characteristics of the Internet 














The  design  of   the  game,  as   the  work  of   students  achieved  at   no   cost   and  without   the  
technical and / or financial support of businesses or individual professionals from the sector  
cannot  be  defined  as  poor,  nor   can   it   be   compared  with  commercial  or  even  amateur  
products produced by independent developers already in possession of advanced technical  
skills. 



























museum's   completely   renovated   collection,   allowing   visitors   to   see   the   drama   of   the 










The   last   category   in   this   taxonomy   is   the  most   interactive  of   all.   In   this   case   the 
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structure   of   the  museum   itself   creates   an   experiment,   involving   visitors,   curators, 
communities,   schools   and   professionals.   There   are   no   historical   examples   of   this 









MuseoTorino  is  not  a   just  a  new museum,  but  a  completely   fresh  idea.  A cross­cutting  









chronology.   The   museum's   collection   is   continually   growing   thanks   to   the 




















of   a  museum.  And   so   the   configuration   itself   of   the   ‘museum’   had   to   change, 
adapting to a collection that can only be preserved in situ and respecting the fact that, 
as it has changed over the past it will also change in the future.
























































To bring the Net  gallery   into  the world,  a  world  that  can only  associate  meaning with  
materiality, and thus museums with ownership, space with security, walls with certainty, is  









particularly successful for several  reasons.  One was the lack of a  usable,  shared, 





focus  on   the  quotation  below.  This  quotation,   taken   from  the  beginning of   Jean 
Baudrillard's   Simulacra   and   Simulation,   where   Baudrillard   refers   to   Quoelet, 






example  of  a   simulacrum  in  Baudrillard's   sense.  There   is  no   reality   (i.e.   text   in 
Ecclesiastes) only the simulacrum is ‘real’. And this concept takes us to the issues 
related  to   the essence  of  digital  artworks:  problems of  authorship,  of  copies  and 
originals, real consumption of real masterpieces, and technological consumption of 
digital   masterpieces   that   can   also   include   Benjamin's   speculations   on   the 
reproduction and reproducibility of art (Benjamin, 1936).
Discovering the game called Second Life,  I  entered an intuitive,  usable platform, 
made in 3D for 3D interactive contents, strongly interactive, and reasonably ‘the’ 
platform   to   create   real   3D   environment   for   people,   researchers,   learners   and 












can be a simulation of Second Life,   in which people play,  fall   in   love,  establish 




Web 2.0,  a  phrase coined by O'Reilly  Media  in  2004,  refers   to  a  perceived second 
generation   of   web­based   services   –   such   as   social   networking   sites,   wikis, 
communication   tools,   and   folksonomies   –   that   emphasize   online   collaboration   and 








(aka.  Elif  Ayiter),   that  were  put  on  display  at   the  museum of  The   International  Telematic  
University, Nettuno starting from December 20th 2007, 11.00 SLT. 
‘White Noise’,  which was also an award winner  at  Ars  Electronica this  year,   is  an 
architectural construct assembled out of the detritus of Second Life and this is the first 
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This  exhibit  was displayed at  University  Nettuno's   Island of Knowledge115,   the first 
electronic university in Italy. On the island could be found virtual classrooms, spaces 





beginning   this   pyramid   had   two   floors   and   some   stairs,   because   the   programmers 
thought that avatars had to actually walk into the museum. This is nonsense, because 
one   of   the   most   singular   characteristics   of   Second   Life   is   the   possibility   to   fly 
everywhere,   but   the   second   problem  was   the   programmers  materially   ‘appended’ 
framed pictures on the virtual walls of the museum, representing masterpieces in jpg 
format.  This was a complete misunderstanding of  the potentiality and meaning of a 
virtual  museum in   the  virtual  space  of  Second  life,   that  can  offer  much more   than 
hanging   a   jpg   of   the  Mona   Lisa   on   a   virtual   wall.   I   can   speak   of   this   episode 






If   the   cultural   barrier   to   acceptance   of   copyright   for   digital   media   can   be  




interactive   and  multimedia   products.  For   a   community  which   prides   itself   on  
connoisseurship, television quality images, and even images displayed on high end  
engineering workstations,  were simply  inadequate  to  convey  the detail  and  the  
richness of colour in unique objects of great cultural value. (Bearman, 1992, p. 5)
In fact even if in ads and videos for Second Life it seems that this metaverse has a 
terrific   image   quality   and   3D   enhancement.  However   this   depends   on   the   client's 
computer and the quality of the graphic card installed by many users leaves a lot to be 
desired.





my  beloved  Shakespeare   sonnets,   leaving   the   floor   to   ‘White  Noise’.  Mosmax  
ended up constructing staircases which join and merge the two installations, which  

















While   web   2.0   domains   have   provided   unprecedented   user   interaction   and  
participation   online,   the   metaverse   has   taken   further   steps   in   creating   an  
awareness that takes participating agents to an entirely new level, providing not  
only social interaction and participation but also presence. This notion of bodily  
presence provided  through  the   three  dimensionally  embodied  avatar,  who  is  a  






















eye  wanders  on  the  object  and serving up  related  info  that   complements  your  
unique viewing experience. They'll also continue evolving to become more social  
spaces ­­places not only for looking at and contemplating art, but for individual  






















as  MOMA,   the   British  Museum,   and   others.   On   the   other   hand   museums   have 
discovered Twitter and new ways to communicate as a ‘happy medium’ with visitors, in 
an enhanced awareness of the role and the potential of the museum as a catalyst of 
experience,  social  awareness  and citizenship.  The focus   in   this  paper   is   to  create a 
definition of AR that fits museums so as to better understand AR in the actual museum 













always   in   proportion  with   the   expected   results,   causing   an   imbalance   between   the 
dimension of the projects, the expected results and the effective results.
AR can be defined as a part of virtual reality, taking on the quality of enhancing the 
human   perception   of   reality,   adding   information   and   permitting   more   efficient 
performance.
Augmented reality (AR) is a term for a live direct or an indirect view of a  
physical,   real­world   environment   whose   elements   are   augmented   by  
computer­generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS  
data.  It   is  related to  a more general  concept  called mediated reality,   in  
which a view of reality is modified (possibly even diminished rather than  










smartphone   and   the   app,  making   it   possible   to   browse   a   time   capsule   of   reality, 
comparing   the  current  London cityscape  with   its  historical  counterpart.  This   is  one 
particular example of a case in which museum heritage crosses the threshold of  the 
museum, coming out into the city. A different example can be made for another city 







The appeal   to  museums of  QR codes  – and an  internet  of   things  –  is   immediately 
obvious:  digital  media can be  ‘attached’   to  physical  objects  by means of   the  small 
printout  of  a  square code.  Although QR codes   themselves  are essentially   just  web­
























































Christies  Venice_   2011   app,   in   order   to  make   a   comparison   between   a 
traditional and technological ways to browse the exhibition. I also used the 
common Twitter and Foursquare apps, and Foursqwar. It is possible to view 
































































































museums   from   being   the   repositories   /   display   devices   of   ‘objects’,   to   being 














development,   open   to   the   public,   which   acquires,   conserves,   researches,  
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and  
its   environment   for   the  purposes  of   education,   study  and enjoyment.129 (ICOM 
Statutes)
As noted previously, the stress on the institution is important considering virtual museums. If 
a  virtual  museum is created by a private  individual,   then  it  cannot  be considered a 
virtual  museum in accordance with the ICOM definition.  The open  character  of  the 
129   ICOM Statutes, Article 3 ­ Definition of Terms, adopted by the 22nd  General Assembly (Vienna, 
Austria, 24 August 2007)
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museum  can   also   be   seen   in   the   on­line  museum,  together  with   the   functions   of 


















Multimodal user  interfaces are a research area in human­computer  interaction  
(HCI).














It   now  becomes   simple   now   for  me,   after  my   definition   chapters,   the   thoughts   of  
McLuhan   and   other  museologists   and   the   case   studies   of  my   taxonomy  of   virtual  







virtual visit  to  Lascaux,  together  with sound and visuals,  is a multimodal  interface­
virtual museum,  a  point of access to the  heritage at  Lascaux heritage that  cannot be 
visited physically any more.
130  http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Multimodal_interaction&oldid=540611623 
131  ibidem
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